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Hogs for Winter Market.

Dentist,

the interest
creased but

them has in no wise derather, on the other hand
MAINS.
50KWAY.
™β horse «how»
J
13—1 to 4.
now held at different points in Virginia
ϋβι* Hour*— to
have given a renewed impetus to the
business of raising a class of horses that
r SMITH,
will appeal to the fastidious taste of
Attorney at Law,
those who not only know the difference
MAINE.
between a first class horse and an in·
NORWAY,
Collections a Specialty.
one, but are in a position iinanχ.
Horcc Β
??y h,gh Prices 'or the kind
that suits them.
Κ A PARK.
The prices for well gaited, smoothly
turned saddle horses will range all the
Attorneys at Law,
MAINS.
way from *350 to 1800. They must be
BETHEL,
sound in every respect, docile, and have
Ellery C. Park.
Λ Ml· u £ Herrtck.
all the gaits, and must have size and
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The beet time to market hog* is a sab
ject upon which there may be a variety
of opinions, according to the facilitlet
the farmer has for raising hogs, but ]
would prefer to raise hogs for the
December or January market. Hogc
can be raised successfully for the June
market, but it takes more time and cart
to attend to them.
I aim to have my pigs come the lattei
part of March or the lint of April, and ]
let them run with the sow eight or ten
weeks. While they are with the sow 1
get them to eating shelled corn and
drinking slop, and by the time they are
eight or ten weeks old they are getting
most of their living by hustling for themselves, and instead of weaning being a
revolution it will be an evolution.
I turn the pigs out on a clover and
timothy pasture and give them a slop
made of sweet milk and wheat middlings, if I have the sweet milk; if not, I
mix the wheat middlings with water. I
soak the corn for them, as it is not so
hard on their teeth. If a person can
crush the corn coarse for them it is
much better for them.
After getting the pigs well started I
do not feed them all the corn they will
eat, but give just enough to keep them
growing well and getting larger frames,
so that there will be something to build
period is
upon when the fattening
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On the site of Johnson's Mews should
arise the Mary Anson Home For DesHe would build η pince
titute Boys.
where those who were willing to work
and learn would be given a chance

and not driven, starving and desperate,
to pick up an existence in the gutter.
He was too young to devise all the
details of such a splendid institution,
but he had got the idea and would
He would leave
possess the money.
the practical part of the undertaking
to older heads.
The one essential feature was that
generations yet unborn should learn to

++

uen-tatud you already a utile letter
than when we first met."
rhl!!;» <l!d not reply Immediately. lie
did not want to risk a refusal, and he
wiiK not yet quite sure that the magistrate fully comprehended the extent of
the fortune which lmd been showered
on hiui from uature's own mint.
"When Mr. Iuaacsteiu returns from
Amsterdam, he will pay me something
like £40,000," he said.
"Yes. It would seem so from the receipt you have shown ice."
"Tbut will be determined on Wednesday next ut the latest."
"Yes."
"If the money is forthcoming, it will

ofherwfco max·y and bnita! countenance disfigured by a broken nose,
I stood on tlv-> north side of tbe Mile
End road and looked fixedly across tbe
j street at a liiw building wblch dwarfed
tbe mean bouses on either band.
an

lie liad no need to auk what It was.
Carved In stone over tbe handsome
arch which led to an Interior covered
court was Its title, «The Mary Anson
Home For Destitute Boys." A date
followed, a date ten years old.
Tbe observer was puzzled. He gazed
up and down the wide thoroughfare
with tbe manner of one who asked
Almself:
"Now. why was that built there?"
A policeman strolled leisurely along
the pavement, but to him the man addressed no question. Apparently unconscious of the constable's observant
glance, he still continued to scrutinize
the great pile of brick and stone which
thrust its splendid campanile Into the
warm sunshine of an April day.
Beneath the name was an Inscription:
are
These
they which passed

through great tribulation."

Still Another Biggest Fair.
The County Agricultural Society

Eclipses its Own Record.

It was certainly
tions of the place.
something to draw any one's attention.

besides being
president of the Oxford County
Agricultural Society, has numerous line·
of every-day business, exhibited a number of pianos, player-pianos, etc., and
W. J. Wheeler, who

the

his space in the

tinuously

the

lower hall

center

was con-

of an interested

crowd.
At a booth near the hall door, W. P.
Maxim of 8. P. Maxim A Son, South
Paris, demonstrated the virtues of Paroid
roofing, and distributed well-worded
WAS
THE
AND
THE
CROWD
ALSO
WAS
PERFECT,
THE WEATHER
advertising matter.
S. B. A L S. Prince, the Norway dry
LAROEST EVER, AND EVERYBODY WAS HAPPY.
goods dealers, exhibited a good line of
cloaks, furs, etc., in the upper hall.

Well, the very remarkable baa hap- contain 204 varieties of beans and 10
pened. It waa hardly to be expected varieties of other seeds.
F*
that the Oxford County fair should surR,,chards. South Paris, shows
and
pass its brilliant record in almost every good sped mens of potatoes, onions,
individual respect this year, but that is cauliflower.
A. E. Morse, South Paris, good speciwhat came to pass last week.
The weather clerk had a kindly eye for mens of celery and citrons.
After the discouraging weather of
us.
CAXNKD GOODS AND THINOS.
the two preceding weeks, it was an imaPP0tizing to see 05
mensely satisfactory condition of affairs rftn.°nfD Π
',°ok.
of 8°od8. al1 uniform in
A shower Monthat we encountered.
J
no two alike?
size and
day night laid the dust, and the three This was labeling—and
the exhibit of Mrs. Κ. Ε Ληdays which followed were as good as
but it was not the

FABMIXO IMPLEMENTS.

days, even on our Maine
f.'irms, machinery in an important thing,
perhaps the important thing, for the
In

these

firmer who does his work at the least

expenditure of muscle (s the tone who is
getting the largest profit out of his labor.

Hardly a decade ago, it would have
seemed surprising that one of the first
things to be seen on entering the
grounds was a row of engines to be used
on the farm, but that is the case now.
Hanged along the fence near the entrance
gate were several different makes of gasoof
line engines, and they are not the least
interesting of the fair exhibits by any

îh6^8 for ^?rw»y.
there were several glasses
skies, light breezes, neither too hot nor whole,
too cold, bat just glorious September jelly in addition.
of Norway
means.
days.
handsome collection of canned
Under the grand stand' were shown
And the crowd came! Of course they showed a
and
50
between
which
comprised
other lines of agricultural implements.
On foot, by bicycle, by electric goods
came.
varieties.
60
Ο. K. Clifford of South Paris, a-^ent for
Sailor is. and (hat boy. He's a man car, by team, train and automobile.
Mrs. L. L. Powers of South Paris dis- the
conformation along with their other
love and honor the name of Mary An- be proof positive that my diamonds
attendance was larger than
s. HARLOW,
Syracuse plow, exhibited several
or so, if he's Tuesday's
mebbe
now,
twenty-six
horses
canned
markets
for
these
of
The
he
*
were
that
goods
Provided
qualities.
son.
achieved,
nre of good quality, and as I picked up
different styles of those plows, including
usual for a first day—some say the larg- .hiûhi .
jolis
ll®cM1Pn
I
he's
alive!
olive.
I
hope
She
Philadel65
varieties.
about
are Washington, Baltimore,
Oh,
hope
successful.
knew the work would be
two or three swivel hand plows, and the
these dirty s**nes quite promiscuously
est ever. Thursday's crowd was about
Attorney at Law,
he s rich and healthy and engaged or
pbiaand New York, besides many tbat I reached.
And Wed- admits that that amount of canning modern, up-to date sulky plow, which
MAINE.
a record for the third day;
Soon after leaving the cemetery he It follows that the others are of the
MXriBLDt
means more work than she wants to
are sold to wealthy people in the state of
If
to
a
woman!
married
nice
young
crush
allows one man to handle his team and
I let the pigs run in a woods pasture, came face to face with Bradley, the same standard."
nesday's crowd was the biggest
> irginia.
t0 HVe ,U »)U1*»tory for ever known on the grounds—no, that's undertake every year.
turn the furrow iti comparative comfort.
where there is plenty of good running policeman, who was In plain clothes
«'H11.IIT4 WHEELER.
"Undoubtedly."
a
showed
Theee saddle horses are generally
ten long jears, a youngster like him wrong, for there wasn't any crash. The I .Λ"· £·
A. W. Walker Λ Son of South Paris, a
water and where they can get all the aud walking with a lady, obviously
Dav.ie ot Oxford
"Well, Mr. Abingdon, I can form no
three-fourths to fifteen-sixteenths thorand so well ar- good collection of canned goods.
well-known firm, one of whose imporroots and herbs that they wish. These Mrs.
the matronly estimate of their collective value, but should be able to pull through with grounds are so spacious
at
Counsellors
and
were
Law,
by
Bradley,
judglug
and
and
of
the
section
honey
and
country
sugar
Attorneys
Maple syrup
oughbred,
tant lines of business is the sale of agriwill keep their digestive organs in a
youth and strength and a bagful of ranged that there is room for everybody, shown
bv S»rah Farnum, Norway.
-OUTU PARIS, MAINE.
lying between the Blue Ridge and the healthy condition, and will make them manner in which she wheeled a per- they must be worth many millions. Ac- diamonds."
cultural implements, showed an exincluding the multitude of fakers with
showinfant.
of
u
as
the
known
ambulator
chubby
"Valley
containing
Norway,
1
to
Isaacsteln's
Mr.
views,
Wheeler.
Alleghenys,
Alton C.
cording
tensivo line of these machine», of the
and games.
and more robust.
Jamtv-s Wright.
η 6vi,Richarde0D'
Without turning his bead he became their tents
varieties of
\ irginia" is the favored section for I stronger
makes which
"Well, I'm bio wed!" cried the police- will lie able to command a revenue of
crowd is variously esti- ed a collection of about forty
several
they handle.
After I begin to fatten the pigs I do
Wednesday's
breeding and raising them. Here cli-| not allow them to run over so large a man. "Who would have thought of between a quarter and a half million aware that (he policeman had halted mated, according to the estimator, from canned goods.
or more different implements
Twenty
&
CO.,
at some little distance.
J. H. STUART
matic conditions seem perfect for the I
.W· H. Woodworth of South were in the assortment, including all
12,000 to 20,000. The officers, who are p^™·
territory as they had been in the habit of meeting you? I looked in at the mews sterliug per annum/'
Paris showed a collection of canned
Of course I've got the mark on me," in a
rearing of fine stock; the limestone de-1
Some
to judge approximately,
kinds of plows, harrows, cultivators,
but I confine them to a good last night, but you had gone.
CIVIL LVJINEERS AND SURVEYORS,
position
doing,
is
"It
marvelous!
Perfectly
appalling
I
the man savagely to himself. from the sale of tickets and the estimate goods.
posits in the soil encourage the growth clover pasture, where they can have one Is
weedcrs, planters, ensilage cutters, and
after you pretty well, in some senses!" cried the
iligl! Street, South Parle, Maine.
looking
J
said,
shown
were
perturbe
and
which
by soon. The display marks quite a conof nutritious, natural pasturage
Maple syrup
sugar
He s spotted me ail right. Well; I'll of non-paying admissions, say 17,000, and
access to plenty of fresh, clean water,
eh?"
iu
the
his
hands
Κ
Levi
Mrs.
and
bone
Mrs.
sii.e
M,ps and Plans made to order.
that
affords grazing
Richardson, Norway,
lawyer, throwing up
gives
trast with the day when the land plow,
let him «ee I don't care for him or anv there is not much disposition to go beand begin feeding them. I still use the
lie cast a patronizing eye over Phil- extremity of his amazement.
:
ttmberlande and pocket maps of to the growing oolts. Limpid streams
A. Packard, Norway, Dorothy Xoble,
M
the spilce-tooth harrow, and one style of
made of wheat middlings and wa1 "eVer d,d Cnre· and W· hind the returns.
slop
««lb Lui.i.t fur «ale.
of
course,
which
were,
O
blue
Mrs.
B.
these
run
of
water
Norway
clear
garments,
am
a
Upton,
ip's
I
through
'•You are right, sir.
only boy. too late to begin now."
cultivator made up the farmer's outfit of
'.-hers of the Atlas of Maine.)
And the show justified the crowd. Norway
rer, mixed so the hogs will not have to
Buckfleld.
vv.
H.
Tucker,
no
grass pastures, and while the summer! drink too much water to get the mid- considerably smarter In appearance and the thing is beyond my powers. I
and
was well filled,
machinery.
,he rond· Passed between Every department
uays are hot the nights are generally I
than those in which the constable had can see quite clearly that while I oifcht
The reoffended the eye.
The Cummings Manufacturing Co. of
haM tLere was 0VeD more
dlings.
two fine iron gates standing hospitablv empty spaces
Uppe,r
îîî6
here
cool, and stock of all kinds will keep
on
rather
Μ,ίη
him
evening.
"I'd
Paris showed a line of the Paris
seen
South
Thursday
mark
was
on
go
USUaIamount of iancy work
common,
I feed mostly corn, while fattening,
to be at college obtaining a proper edufat on grazing alone, although many
open and paused at the door of the nor. than to the state fair
for one thing, «K?κί,"
said Philip. "I am In good cation I will be
exhibition.
The arrangement of the and 0. K. level land and swivel plows,
and do not give more at a feed than the
"Yes,"
the
about
worrying
farmers give occasional feeds of grain!
ter s lodge, where a stalwart commisyou give us just as good a show."
fancy work is much improved as it was an old standard line of goods made in
hogs will eat up clean. It takes a good hands now."
I do
care of great sums of money.
all during the summer season.
sionnaire met him.
In no small degree the success of the shown this year. Instead of being on a South Paris for many years, which is
[4 Main St., Norway, Me.
while to get a hog back to his original
haven't given you a watch?"
"They
about
investments.
know
third
not
When thecolte are in their
anything
year! position after once feeding him more This anxiously.
Ha\ e you called to see one of the Oxford County fair is due to the personal flat counter the shelf is inclined, so as to now made by this company at the old
How should I? Ieaacstein will probathey are taken up and handled enough I than he will eat.
interest which the officers take in it, and bring the exhibits up where they can be foundry. They also showed the Cumsaid the official cheerfully.
boys?"
watchless."
am
"No.
I
«ame
time
the
to make them gentle; at
bly endeavor very soon to get the betshould have salt and ashee about
"No; I'm a strnnger. Ifs η good the zealous and thorough manner in seen much better, and a tasteful-arrange- mings barrel press, an invention of R. L.
Hogs
one
soon.
have
in
You'll
lessons
their
J
"That's
to
being
right
get
they begin
work for it. This has been
ter of me in the necessary business
and draPPrios improve», ('ummings for heading apple barrels
every other day while fed this way, as it
years since I was In these parts which they
put through the saddle gaits, the walk will keep them healthier and they will Thp insjiector has your address. By transactions. How can I stop him? 1 many
officers for many years, with the general effect of the display.
quickly, easily and well, which is unbefore. In those days there used to true of its
Christo
know
trot, canter, single foot and fox or dog fatten better.
he
wants
is
and
it
the way,
your
the raoet attractive exhibits in questionably a good thing.
have no older relatives^ nu friends be a mews here and some warehouses hardly an individual exception,
π
if
trot. Being saddle bred, both on the J
♦κ
board.
the
If hogs are fed in this way, by Christ- tian name."
the hall was tlie hand-painted china
present
notably true of
whom I can trust. I-'or some reason I
side of sire and dam, they in most in- mas the farmer can
k' wilh u tew °,<J shops"—
SOME OK THE CATTLE.
W. J. Wheeler of South Paris, the shown by Mrs. H. F. Andrews of Norrejoice in seeing a
•Thilip."
«<λι0
do feel that 1 can have faith in you.
stances take kindly and naturally to the I
I expect so, but that is l<.ng beOh,
is
the
of
°{ Pieces were on
superintendwell fattened bunch of hogs leave hie
society,
president
The show of cattle, while it may not
"Thanks. I won't forget."
I
adof
be
must
take
Will
Jnu!mber
charge
my affairs,
you
per
fore my time. The Mary Anson home ent of the grounds; C. F. Millett of Nor- ZVihni
All Kinds of Pipe Repairing, Lead several gaits in which they
exhibition, and it was all very artistic have been quite as large by the record as
place, and in having a well filled purse
Philip raised his hat and took the vise me duriiig the next few years, tell was founded ten
fee ted before they will bring good prices I for Christmas.—Wilbert P. Thurston in
years ago, and it took way is superintendent of the hall; Ε. E. work, much admired by every one.
in one or two previous years, was not
not
and Iron.
did
He
westward.
route
of
four
quickest
At
as saddle horses.
age Tribune Farmer.
years
me how to act as my mother would
two years to build. It's one of the tin- Andrews and T. P. Richardson of NorAn exhibit of hand-painted chini bv a noticeably less, and was certainly large
so easily.
sell.
on
count
to
recognized
being
are
generally ready
they
have told me—in a word, become my est charities in Loudon. Would you way are superintendents of the horse de- girl under 10 was made by Genevieve! and excellent.
Telephone 134-11.
\\ ith combination horses the training I
Mr. Abingdon received him with
Oxen Coming Back.
partment; L. E. Mclntire of Watorford, Barker of Norway, end the exceedingly I Of course the Hartford string, with
guardian?"
like to look round?"
The rnngisdiffers: besides having the saddle gai tu !
some degree of reserve.
vice-president of the society, and E. W. artistic work which it showed was the Moses Young in general command, arFor a little while Mr. AbksgJon wuô
a recent trip over the towns
"Is that allowed?"
harDaring
to
broken
be
well
also
must
J. WALDO NASH,
they
Peniey of West Paris and J. W. Libby of subject of much comment.
rived early. They started at β o'clock
of Wales and Monmouth the writer saw
When words came lie could
silent.
"Certainly. Everybody Is welcome, Hartford
ness: must show style and action in light
are superintendents of the cattle
More than the usual number of paint- Monday morning, and after a good day's
the
and
fields
in
the
oxen
work
at
only gasp:
harness and must be able to road along many
if you go in by that side door there
exbad
all
have
work
were
department. They
We
was one to delight the eye.
trip pulled into the grounds at 4 Monday
e!i piec08 of art
"You certainly are the most extraor- you 11 fiud an old man who has nothat a decent clip, even if they have no I sight
perience in their several lines, and they exhibited. A notable exhibit was a afternoon. There were seventeen yoke
are inclined to believe that they are on
I have ever encountered."
c-hief
tiie
do
take
visitors
to
but
sometimes
dinary
boy
to
and
pretentions to speed.
ing
their
water
and
oil
number
of
exacting
paintings
perform
of oxen and steers in the string. Of
the increase in this state and if this be
The prices range about the same for I
Then Philip laughed merrily.
Riess your heart, we strenuous duties without ever getting
M· Aker8 of Norway, these seven yoke belonged
to Moses
departments.
MASONIO BLOCK,
true it is certainly one of the best signs
each class. They are trained first un- I
»Tivlan
nY
to
with
so
much
and
I
am
Thi0/8
that
don't
sir.
com"I
rattled
or
that
peocourtesy
boarders
this
collection
was
think,
lose
half
our
flurried,
by
way.
pronounced
of the times. And there is no good reaYoung, live to Ο. E. Turner, four to B.
der the saddle, then in the harness until I
an extraordinary boy as a boy who has ple come here, see the excellences of all with whom they have to deal.
g
NORWAY.
In doing
petent critics as showing a high
F. Glover, and oue to C. C. Russell. Be8 degree
son why it ehould not be true.
Telephone Connection.
they are thoroughly broken, and after2SS ?

jJEKKlt

A Queer smile did not improve the
man's expression as he read the text
"Tribulation! That's it," he continued. "I've had ten years of· it. And it
started somewhere alwut the end of
that fine entrance too. I wonder where

to

could have been made

order—clear
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Wm. C. Leavitt Co.,

—

Stoves,

Hardware,

Ranges.

and

Licensed Taxidermist,

farm work with oxen the expense is very
much less than with horses. They reI quire no grain and are continually growing and becoming more valuable. On the
stylish drivers.
other hand horses are not suitable for
There are many reasons why the Virwork until they have attained their full
ginia farmers are giving more attention I
and from that time on they are
to the raising of all kinds of well bred growth
in value. The difference in
stock, especially horses. Among the I decreasing
time is much less than many would supmost cogent are that most of them are
We are inclined to think that a
"natural born" horsemen and lovers of I pose.
of big oxen will plow an acre of
horseflesh in its highest state of develop- pair
as a span of
Another is that farm labor is I ground almost as quickly
ment.
horses. Even if they did fall ehort an
getting scarce and they find it pays bet- I
hour it must not be forgotten that an
ter to raise livestock than grain for the
valuable time must be given by
market; and last, but not least, there is hour of
a man to groom the horses while the
a steady demand at paying prices for
oxen do not as a rule require this care.
every good saddle or combination hirse
matter from what standpoint w£
that they can put on the market.—J. I No
view the problem the argument will
Farmer.
in
Tribune
Bell
IM.
hold good for steers. A pair should be
icav».
kept on every farm. Or rather there
should be two pairs so that a yoke of
The exact cause of heaves in the
oxen could be turned every year.
horse is not definitely kuown, says the
These would bring the farmer from
Farmer's Tribune.
to $200 and he will not be obliged
It is usually associated with some $175
after a customer. It icquires
disorder of the digestive functions. to hunt
weeks of advertising and bard work to
The disorder may be brought about by
sell a horse, but just announce that you
tbe feeding of too large quantities of
have a pair of fat seven feet oxen and
bulk or damaged food, such as dusty or
note how quickly some drovor is after
moldy hay, especially clover hay. Une them. You
are not obliged to go out
thing is certain, the disease is much
of your dooryard in order to got the best
more prevalent among horses that are
market price. All these things should
fed tame hay than it is among those that
The
be considered by our farmers.
are fed wild hay.
future is brilliant with promise for the
During tbe early stages of the disease,
of steers and very fortunately we
only very slight changes are found in raising
have the land for pasturage. There is
the lungs, but if the disease has existed
a farm in Maine that does not
for some time, the walls of many of the hardly
have a pasture whose capacity could
air cells are found to be ruptured, so
be
actually doubled by clearing away
that two or more cells become united
the bushes and rocks. Beef is bound to
into one cavity. When this condition
even higher in the future than in the
exists, it requires much more effort to no
The great western plains are beforce air out of these cavities. In cases past.
turned into farms and the cattle
of long standing the muscles surround- ing
are being contracted year by
ing tbe small air tubes of the lungs be- ranges The result is inevitable. The old
year.
come paralyzed t<> such an extent that
New England must once more
farms
of
these tube· do not contract when the air
the ever increasing demand for
is expelled, and consequently, more force supply
beef, Here is the opportunity for the
is required on the part of the animal to
the young farmer of the future and sincerely
When
air.
of
tubes
these
empty
do we hope that he will ponder well
walls of the air cells become ruptured
these words. The possibilities of this
or the muscles of the tubes become
state are almost beyond even the dream
paralyzed, the trouble caunot be cured. of the
optimist and its development has
But if care is taken of the animal during
Horace Greeley's
commenced.
the early stages of the disease heaves only
famous advice to the young men, was to
cured.
be
may
west. Were he living to-day he
For this purpose give a good physic, go
would advise them to come to Maine and
and follow this by giving tbe following
raiee steers.—Lewiston Journal.
powders twice a day for two or three
ward they are given their work in the
above order until they are well gaited
under the saddle and are also prompt,

HOLLISTCRS

Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggets

A Bj37 i!edlo!ne for Busy Peopl·.
Health and Reaewtxl Vigor.
A
-cillo f r Obstination. Indigestion. Live
γ.:
Κι>Ι:ι··ν Trouble·». Pimples, Ει·««η«, Impure
1
lui Ureath. Sluejish Bowels, Headache
Iw. Ui·. It's Rocky Mountain Tea in tabGenuine made by
? ·πιι, .V. cents a box.
H
sTcit Daco Coup any, Madison. Wig.
GOLDEN N'JGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE

Β-:33s Qcklea

Eastern steanship Company.
KITWKtM PORTLAND AMI» BOSTON

$1.00.

steamships "Governor Cobb" and
"(> vernor
Dingley" leave Franklin

at 7 P. m.,
S p. tf.« due Boston about
»· \
»!.. following day. Returning, leave
India Wharf, Boston, at 7 P. M., week
day» aud Sunday β.

W;..»rf, Portland, week daye

Sundays

at

Through

tickets on sale at

railroad stations.

eight rates

Ft

as

principal

low as other lines.

A1 cars;o, except Live Stock, is inΊ against tire and marine risk.

»ur.

J. P. LISCOMB, General Aeent,
Portland, Me.

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

Edgings,
Stove Wood and
Coal at
A. W. Walker & Son's,

Pulverized nux vomica,
weeks:
dram; bicarbonate of soda, three drams;

one

South Paris, Maine.

potasb, one-half dram. Have
a druggist put up these powders for you
and use as directed. Feeding a proper
iodide of

Nasal

ration will in some cases result in a cure.
Bear in mind, however, that when a
horse has suffered with heaves for some
time, there is no satisfactory line of
treatment that can be depended on.
There are a number of remedies, such
as belladonna and stramonium, which
will often give temporary relief. Horses
turned on grass frequently come so close
to recovering that they show no signs of

CATARRH

în all its ita^ce than
•hould be chaulâtes·.

ïlj's Cream Balm

*!<*&-es, soothes and heals
the diseased membrane.
It carta catarrh and drive·

•way

a

<oicty.

cold

la llie bead

the disease until they are again put on
dry food. Feeding but a small quantity
of bright hay that has been moistened
with common lime water will often give
The disease seldom proves
some relief.
but it usually predisposes an ani-

Cream Mm is placcd Into the nostrils, spreads
the tnembran· and is absorbed. Relief Is Imawdiate and a cure follows. It la not drying—does
sot pruduce sneezing. Large Sis·, BO eanta St Drug·
lists or by mail ; Trial Sue, 10 casta by mail.
lu.Y BltoTHXBS, M Warren Street, New Tork.
over

A

new

fatal,

mal to contract other diseases, such as
which are fatal.

pneumonia, etc.,

Orange Strength.

Lot

Though agriculture

Norway,

Longley,

Maine.

Specialisl
r

Massachusetts.

Specialisl

sixteen years I have fitted glasses to de
wcttve eyes and
nothing else—that make· me 1
•peciaiiet It your eyes trouble yon la any way
>r

»»d If you want
expert advice In regard to thi
co®« to the man who Is a specialist, wh<
'"*· une
thine only. So charge for eye examln
Won» or
consultation.

DR. PARMENTER
■ye Specialist, Norway, Me. TaL 1S-4.

Do all Kindt of....
JOB PRINTING.

AtaMëtF«vfca*.aM»NH·

has been

eclipsed

in New England by manufacturing, the
great farmers' organization, tbe National
Grange, is notably strong here. The
semi-secret, somewhat clannish and undeniably powerful body is working in
New England, as elsewhere, for government subsidies for the building of better
rural roads and for a government parcels
poet system. These ideas are being
vigorously advocated by the spokesman
of the grange in a series of meetings in

of
Plumbing Goods. The best ol
oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and see this line. JobNo
bing promptly attended to.
charge for team.

L. M.

I

I

Portland Division.
Fare

been pitchforked Into an extraordinary
position. I hope most sincerely tii.it
you will do what I ask. If I may say
so without presumption, it will be u
good thing for you. I suppose a man
who looks after millions of money is
entitled to a vastly bigger Income than
one who sits hours lu a police court
dealing with offenses against the law."
"Such has certainly been my c::; eri·
ence," said the magistrate, who appreciated the nice manner in which Philip
hinted at a «good fat salary for controlling the estate of the King of Dia-

1

The grange support of

better roads brings a great number of
influential voter· to the reinforcement
of the automobiliste. Between the farmere and the "city folks" this idea ought
to go. Massachusetts has shown in her
state highways how much real economic
gain there is in smooth, endnring roads,
well planned and well constructed.
The grangers might accomplish more if
they bombarded congress leas and gave
attention to interesting state

Honeet Labor.
Who among us farmers can deny that

honeet labor is a thing to be proud of?
It is the source of all blessings; from it
is derived almost everything.
It seems to me we are placed in the
world to work, for everything works.
Eveu the little ant is one of the greatest
workers, carrying from morning until
night heavy burdens, and again the busy
bee "that improves each shining hour,"
and numerous other insecte that we
might speak of as a proof that we have
our work to do as well as they if we
would succeed in this world.
Benjamin Franklin has said, "He who
at the plow would thrive must either
hold himself or drive."
Labor is honorable, but idleness is
dishonorable. Work gives us health of
both body and mind. The poor working man has more real happiness than
the idle rich for hahl-earned comforts
and happiness are the most enjoyed.
Idleness i· a habit and causes a great
deal of sorrow in the world. It is an
unnatural condition.
Young men, don't think because you
can do nothing but cultivate the soil
that you will be thought lees of, for
some of our most noted men were
brought up on the farm, and despised
not honest labor.
Our smartest statesmen, our most gifted poets, and best presidents were given
It ia the most honorus from the farm.
able labor you can do. Then do not
forsake it for other oallingt but no matter what you do put your whole-sonl
interest into your work for that is the
way to success.
Drouth in New York apple territory
has already seriously reduced the apple

crop even should favorable weather conditions prevail from now on. The effect
is already evident in activity of buyer*
in apple areas of the Empire State and
greater
other sections where the crop will atTranscript.
tain commercial proportions. New EngDo not breed from mares or horses land ore hardi its who are able to harvest
bad
which, having been bred, produced
fruit of good quality should stand firm
colts.
for a good price. Take good care of the
apple orop.—Maine Farmer.
A wide hock from before back inthe
while
opdicates a strong puller,
When the sow gets her full growth hei
and more
denotes more speed and action.
litters will be

governments.—Boston

posite

comes
Dirty pens and anything that
to
handy for food will never bring a hog

»

profitable market.

uniform.

large, healthy

Don't blame the pis for being dirt]
until yon give bim a cnanoe to be clean,

monds.
"Then yon agree!" cried Philip joy-

ously.

"Some one is looking after you pretty
\iell, ehï"
trate could not understand tbe receipt
of a letter bearlug tbe address of tbe
Pall Mall botel, a place wliere be bad

been entertained at dinner occasionally
by one of lib* wealthy friends, but
which was far removed from tbe limit
imposed 011 tbe pocket of any man
whose resources depended on tbe exercise of an ordinary profession.
But rhilip still figured In his mind as
Not even the skilled
a ragged urchin.
police magistrate could picture bim as
the actual owner of millions of pounds
worth of portable property; hence,
tbe hoy's appearance now told in his
soon
f.ivor.
impressions
Cur.îory
iv.'li'.ed to positive bewilderment when
Γ'αϋΙ.ι Lrg.vn tJ relate his story faithf··::,· from beginning to end, neither

suppressing any salient detail save the actual locality
where hi» astounding adventures found
their enter :ιη·1 genesis.
Mr. Aliing ion did not doubt for one
moment that (he boy was telling the

e:::igg_»r:iti:ig

or

truth. The romance of his narrative
f:ir beyond fiction.
Philip himself grew enthusiastic as
Ills brown eyes blazed
be went 011.
again with the memory of his wrath
and shame at the arrest. lie told the
magistrate exactly how the proceedings In court bad affected him and
gave a vivid picture of his bargaining
with Isaacsteln, tbe packing of tbe
was

diamonds, the flght between tbe policeman and a burglar, his interviews with

all sorts and conditions of men and the
ruses he had adopted to preserve bis
secret.
At last be came to tbe transaction
which secured for him the ownership
of the mews itself. He read copies of
his letters to the solicitors and their
replies, aud then of course tbe magistrate knew where the metoor had
fallen.
"That is a very clever move on your
part." he said, smiling. "It Invests you
with all tho rights and usages of that
particular piece of earth and effectually stops any one from disputing your
possession of the meteor. How did
you come to think of it?"
"Yourput the Idea into my mind, sir,"
sp.ld Philip modestly.
"I? In what manner?"
"You hinted at our last meeting that
some one might lay claim to my diamonds on the ground that they had
fallen on their property. I do not In-

that any one living except yourself shall ever know the history of my
meteor, but I thought It best to buy
the place outright In the first Instance
and then devote it to a charity'which
I intend to found In memory of my

tend

mother."
Mr. Abingdon smiled again.

"Your confidence le very flattering."
he said. "I suppose you took up your
quarters at tbe Pall Mall botel In order
to Impress iteople with your Importance and secure Instant compliance
with your wishes."
"That was my motive, sir."
"Then, my young millionaire, in what
my ίο you wish me to serve you? Of
«ourse you have not sought this interview and told me your story 10 unreservedly without an ulterior object in
Tiew. You see, I am beginning to un-

"Xot so fast, my youthful friend.
Even a police magistrate rnu.it bu..' to
his wife. Mrs. Abingdon would never
l'orgive me if 1 took such au important
stop without consulting her. Will yon
remain to dinner?"
Then Philip kuew that lie ha î ;.air.eù
his point. Nothing was said before ihc
servants, but when they weia cosily
ensconced iu the library before a pleasant lire he was asked to relate a ain

his entrancing history for Mrs. Abingdon's benefit.
That good lady was overwhelmed.
She, I lite everybody el Se, had read the
newspapers and, of course, had the additional benefit of her husband's views
on the subject of the unkempt boy
with Ills small parcel of valuable gem*.
Dut the presence of Philip under
their roof, the glamour of the tale as
it fell from his lips, cast a spell over
her. She was·a kindly soul, t »o, and
tears gathered In her eyes at some por
tlons of the recital.
"What a pity it is that your mother
died," she murmured when lie had

ended.
The words endeared lier t<%rmiip m
utantly. Λ worldly, grasplug woman
would have thought of nothing save
the vista of wealth opened up for her
Not so Mrs.
husband and herself.
Abingdon. If anything, she was somewhat afruld of the responsibilities proposed to be undertaken by her spouse,
to "Whom she was devoted.
The magistrate did not promise
definitely that night to accept the j»osltlon offered to him. He would thinklie could retire on a
over the matter.
pension at any time. This he would
now do without delay, and Philip could
certuinly count on his friendship and
advice, while his bouse would always

be open to him.
Meanwhile he would give one word
of advice—intrust no human being
with the power to sign any binding
document without his (Philip's) concent Then it would be difficult for any
one to deal unscrupulously with him.
The boy went away at a late hour.

He left behind hlin an exceedingly perbut he felt that when
Mr. Abingdon had time to assimilate
the facts and realize the great scope of
the work before him there was little
doubt he would gladly associate him-

plexed couple,

self with it.
At the hotel a telegram awaited him:
Have realized tor flfty-two thousand.
ISAACSTE1N.
Returning Monday.
Here was the final

were
manv

wanting, Philip

proof,

was a

if

proof

millionaire

times over

the training we give and offer situations to boys who are old enough."
The man appeared to be surprised by
He
the commissionnaire's affability.
did not know that civility and kindness were essential there if any employee would retain an excellent post.
He passed on. measuring the tessellated court with a backward sweep of
In the sunlit street bc.-ond
the eye.
the arch stood the policeman. The visitor grinned again, an unamiable and

eulky grin, and vanished.
Tbe policeman crossed over.
"What is that chap after?"
quired.
•'Nothing special,"

be In-

the answer.
Last time he was here the place was
a mews, he said."
"Unless I am greatly mistaken, be
has a ticket in his pocket."
"lou don't say! Do you know blin?"
"No. I'll look him up in the album
in tbe station when I go off duty."
"Well, be can't do any harm here.
was

Ο Brieu tnkes visitors over u ropulur
round, and, iu any case, the man seemed to be honest enough iu his curi-

osity."
""

....

all sorts of doJges."
I'll ring for
"Thanks very much.
O'Brien's relief und tell him to keep nn
eye on thein, as the old uiuu is blind as
a bat."
Meanwhile the stranger was belug
conducted up a wide staircase by u
somewhat tottering guide, who wore
on the breast of his uniform the Crimean and Indian mutiny medals.
As he hobbled in front he told, with
a strong Irish brogue, the familiar stoit
ry of the Mary Anson home—how
fed, lodged and clothed GOO boys of
British parentage born In the Whitechapel district; how It taught them
trades and followed their careers with
fostering care; how It never refused a
meal or a warm sleeping place to uny
boy, no matter where he came from or
what his nationality, provided he satisfled the superintendent that he was
really destitute or needed his small
capital for trading purposes next day.
The great central hall where the GOO
regular Inmates ate their meals, the
dormitories, the playgrounds, the drill
shed and gymnasium, the workshops,
the library, fhe theater, were all pointed out, but the big man with the staring eyes was not interested one jot in
any of these things.
''Who was Mary Anson?" he asked,
when the well worn tale was ended,
"and how did she come to build such α

fine place here?"
"Ah, ye may well ax that," said old
O'Brien. "Sure, she didn't build It at
all at all. She was a poor widdy llvln'
alone-st wid one son, Mr. Philip that is
She was α born lady, but she
now.
kem down in the worruld and died, forlorn an' forgotten, in u little shanty in
Johnson's Mews, as it was called in
those days."
"I remember it well."
"Ye do, eh? Mebbe ye know my ould
shop, the marine store near the entrance to the 6ourt?"

"Yes."
"Arrab, ye don't tell me so. Me eye·
ire gettln' wake, an' I can't make out
fer face. What's yer name?"
"Oh, I'm afraid we didn't know one

CHAPTER XIII.
I can't recall your name,
another.
■ ΤΛΤΧ, strongly built man. η god
I recollect the shop well enough.
/\ nl*>ut forty-five, but loolrlng thoughif Mrs. Anson died so poor, how
But,
/\ older by ream η of liis grizzled was her son able to set this great house
»
i
hair and a face seune.l with
on its legs? It must have cost a mint
hardship, a man whose prominent eyes of
money."
Imparte·! nn air of fl'e.t Intelligence to
"Falx, ye're right Quarter of a million wlnt afore there wus a boy under
Its roof. And they say it costs £50,000

Bad Blood

year to keep it goln'. But Mr. Philip
would find that and more to delight the
soul of the mother that's dead. Sure
it's alsy for him, in a way. Isn't he

a

Is the cause of all humors, eruption·,
boils, pimples, scrofulous sores, eczema the Diamond King!"
"The Diamond King! Why
or salt rheum, as well as of rheumatism, catarrh and other troubles. The ed that?"
greatest blood remedy for all these
troubles, proved by its unequaled
record of cores, is

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

In usual liquid form or In chocolated
tablets known as eartatab·. 100 doses H.

is he call-

"D'ye mane to say you nlwer— Man
olive, what part of creation did ye live
In that ye didn't hear tell of Mr. Philip
Anson, the boy who discovered an extra splshul diamond mine of hie own,
no

one

what's

knows where?
Sure,
wid re?"
(Continued of fourth page.)

now,

wrong

%

THE BABY SHOW.

of real artistic talent.

Norway photographer,
miÎ!1!'11,goodibeexhibit
of his work mostly
made

a
Tuesday afternoon was the babies'
Portraits, all most excelhour, when the annual baby show took
place in the society's meeting room. lent
Miss Libby, of the Cottage Studio,
There were a large number of the little
tots present, though they were not all Norway, showed a considerable amount
A portion of it was porof
her work
in the competition, owing to oversight.
This year all entries closed Tuesday trait work, but more of it was landscape

iu
Some of the parents, not under- work, post cards in colors and
that this applied to the baby monochrome, etc., all of highly artistic
show as well as all other departments, quality in all their features.
An exhibit which every one stopped to
thought they could bring in their babies
in the afternoon and enter them at that see was a collection from the herbarium
noon.

standing

time; but as the iule was impartially ap- of Kate Starbird of Oxford. allAbout
were shown,
very
plied, they were ehut out. Some of forty specimensand
interesting whether
finely mounted
them were a great deal disappointed.

The infante which were exhibited in one is a botanist or not.
Dunham of Norway, whom
were:
about every one knows as a maker of
Babies 15 months and under:
snowshoes, exhibited a taking assort
Dorothy—exhibited by Mrs. Welter Dennleon, ment of the shoes of his make, certainly
South Parle.
to be beaten for style and appearance.
Lawrence C. ami Arthur W., twine—Mr·. G. not
was
A collection of house plants
W. Wood, Norway.
Doris M.-Mrs. R. I. Wood, Norway.
shown by Mrs. George \V. Hobbs, NorAlice Aliada—Mrs. W. A. Lewie, Noi way.
way. Displays of cut flowers were also
Koland Marsh—Mrs. W. U. BooUi, Norway.
Glenn Carleton-Mre. Π. F. Andrews, >or- shown by Mrs. Hobbs, Mrs. Charles W.
Chick, Norway, and a very large assortL. E. Noye*. 8outh Paris.
ment by Mrs. C. C. Davis, Oxford.
Zllpha M.—Mrs. Will RIckneM, Norway.
Ellen Tuttle—Mrs. John DcCoster, South
Twenty-two varieties of strawberry
Paris.
plants were shown by C. E. Bennett,
Elmer—Mrs. Hiram Thurlow, South Parle.
South Paris.
Freil and Frank-Ε. B. Curtlf, Went Paris.
One of the most useful things to be
Hilda-Mrs. Lillian Russell, Norway.
Pari·.
West
Bernard
Richardson,
Thelma—
seen at the fair was a case of insects
the state department of
In this class the committee awarded prepared by
which was near the fruit
entomology,
M.
Bicknell,
prizes as follows: Zilpha
Professor
tablaι in the upper hall.
$0; Dorothy Dennison, #>; Alice Alzada Hitcbings, the utate entomologist, was
Carleton
Glenn
Andrews,
$:};
Lewis, $4;
his assistant, H. L. Spin
Hilda Russell, $2; Thelma Richardson, represented by
ney, who is engaged in the investigation
$1.
and suppression of the brown-tail and
U&Diee 10 mouius lu ύ yoaia υι »gc.
Mr. Spinney is much
gypsy moths.
N.
Η.
Porter,
Gertrude—Mrs.
Marguerite
intererested in the work, and gives everySouth Parle.
body the fullest information regarding
Dorle M .—Mrs. Scott Merrill, Norway.
This exthese and all other Insects.
Harland J.—Mrs. Mark Shaw, Parle lllll.
Helen France»—Mr·. Walter Currier, Norway. hibit can not but be of value in aiding
South
W.
H.
Woodworth,
W.—Mre.
Charles
people to recognize these dreaded pests
Parle.
wherever they put in an appearance. It
Harold W.—Mre. Harry Kimball, Norway.
Harold Jaraee—Percv H. Nevere, Norway.
may also be of value in quieting the
Eleanor— Lorlng B. btarblrd, South Parle.
fears of some who have discovered a
and fearId this class the awards were: Eleanor comparatively harmless insect
" °ypey,"-as many have
Starbird, |β; Harland J. Shaw, $5;
Helen Prances Currier, 11; Harold W. done

competition

Wl!eon-Mre

Kimball, 13;DorisM. Merrill, $2; Harold

James Nevers, $1.

Only two grangos were present to
compete for the society's prizes this
year. These were Paris Grange and
There was no vacant space in the ex-1 Bear Mountain Grange of South Waterhibitlon ball, every part of it being well ford.
filled with some form of exhibit. Field
Paris Grange occupied its usual place
and garden crops, dairy products, canned I in the northwest corner of the hall, with
goods, bread, etc., were shown as usual an overflow across the aisle. The drain the lower hall, in large quantity and
peries were of white and yellow, and
of the usual excellence. A portion of artistically, arranged.
The products
the exhibits on the vegetable shelf are shown were of a great variety, all excelmentioned below.
lent and attractive. A feature of this
A large show of field crops and garden exhibit was a well-arranged group conPorHiram
N.
made
was
by
vegetables
taining most, though not all, of the ribter, South Paris. The varieties numbered bons won by the Kinglcside Farm Jerwas a
One
80.
thing
striking
just
seys during the present season. Another
plate of peculiar black and white beans, thing that proved attractive was a set of
and Mr. Porter's son, Alton, explained blue dishes over 100 years old, belonging
to the Democrat that they were "Goose to Mrs. S. M. Rowe of South Paris.
beans," and the story of them was that
Bear Mountain Grange used draperies
his grandfather Porter shot a wild of white, with centre-pieces of red, and a
these
which
goose, and the beans from
very effective border of red crab apples.
originated were in the crop of the goose. The name of the grange on the sign
field
of
assortment
crops |
■An extensive
hanging on the wall was also formed of
and vegetables was shown by Ο. K. the same red apples. A great variety
Paris.
South
Clifford,
was comprised in the products of farm
A fine trace of yellow corn, eleven and household exhibited by this grange.
weeke from planting, was shown by C.
EXUIUITING FOR BUSINESS.
C. Dearborn, South Paris.
Eight handsome beads of cauliflower
Of those who occupied apace in the
were shown by C. Woodsum, Norway,
hall for business and advertising purthe eight heads aggregating 10 3-4
poses, there were a good number, and
pounds in weight. Mr. Woodsum also some
of their displays were by no means
showed three pumpkins which weighed
the least interesting of the things to be
a total of 121 ponnds.
seen.
S. H. Kilgore, Norway Lake, made a
Phonograph music all the time, from
good exhibit of seeds.
the space in the lower ball occupied by
W. H. Porter of Norway, a veteran
F. A. 8hnrtleff & Co. of South Paris.
exhibitor u well as a veteran in years,
Here they had a good assortment of
made a display of crops and vegetables
in all styles, and thousands
of the usual excellent quality of bis phonographs
of records, and some of the machines
produots.
was always entertaining the crowd. The
A handsome trace of popcorn, raised
exhibit wu in charge of A. L. Clark.
Prank
was
shown
under
a
by
15,
boy
by
Whitten & Dennison of West Bethel
Buck, Norway.
made an exhibit of picture· and frames,
Willie S. Bennett, Norway, showed
in charge of Mr. Tyler.
pu npkins, squashei and beets.
An attractive niche was that occupied
F. A. Parlin, South Paris, handsome
the Norway plumber,
M.
by
of
varieties
of
several
potatoes, withL. a Longley,
specimen·
of up-to date bath room
display
carrots.
and
tui
jIds
beet?,
fixtnree that made everybody stop to
A. J. Abbott; North Paris, several
look.
varieties of nice potatoes
Stoves and ranges of all kinds were
Lafayette Dow, Sooth Paris, Gold sbown by J. P. Richardson, the South
Coin potatoes.
Paris hardware dealer, and much attenB. F. Cummings, South Paris, a numtion waa paid to these necessities of
ber of good specimens of pumpkins,
existence.
squashes, potatoes, turnips, melons, and
Charles A. Hersey, for the H. W.
yellow corn.
Power· estate, Sooth Pari·, sold sheet
One
a
made
Buckfield,
Harry Dudley,
music at a stand in the lower hall.
exhibit of potatoes, about twenty varieA case of hand-made horseshoes, of
ties, and some turnips.
all shapes and all nickel-plated, was
A remarkable exhibit of seeds was
shown by S. M. Patterson of Welchville.
that made by F. M. Edwards of South
And they do say that the carpet room
Paris. He bas exhibited for several1
whioh N. Dayton Bolster Λ Co. of South
years, and the assortment grows yearly. Paris had
arranged in the south end of
It ie almost difflcolt to believe, until you
I the hall waa one of the greatest attractee the proof, that hli oases this year
AKOl'XD

ABOUT

THE

HALL.

sides these Ο. E. Turner had a bull and a
heifer for exhibition, so that there were
in all thirty-six cattle in the string.
the
One of the early arrivals on
grounds was the Holstein herd of E. L.
Pike of Soutli Waterford, which came in
Monday night and stayed through.
There were a three-year-old bull, a 2year-old bull, and a long string of cows
and heifers, over twenty head in all.
C. A. Bonney ot East Sumner showed
ten head, five of them full blooded Hoixteins, with a big 2-year old bull at the
head of the herd, and five grades.
S. II. Millett of Norway had eighteen
head of Ilerofords, oue of them being a
good-natured yearling bull, iull blooded,
and the rest grades.
H. Arthur Bobbins of Norway showed
twenty-two head of grade Hereford·,
cows, heifers and steers, and they were
a

pretty string.

Frank Pike of Norway showed two
of good steers.
C. R. I'enley, South Paris, a grade
Guernsey cow and a pair of 2-year-old
grade Hereford steers.
Benjamin Tucker of Norway had fifteen hoad, moit of them full-blooded
Holsteins. One of them is a bull which
is a brother to the famous Field cow,
with a record of 20,0)0 pounds of milk
in a year. Another is a O-monthe calf,
with a gilt-edge pedigree which the
Democrat couldn't begin to remember;
and not the least interesting was a pair
of twin heifer calves which arrived the

yoke

preceding Sunday.

L. E. Mclntire of Waterford, who is
vicc-president of the society, exhibited
twelve Holstein cows and heifers, three
full bloods, the rest grades.
J.S. and J. H. Millett, Norway, showed ten head, including a Durham bull
and nine cows and heifers, Durhams and
Guernseys.
A. J. & F. L. Millett, Norway, showed
a herd of a dozen Durhams, full-bloods
and grades.
W. II. & G. Π. Dunn, Norway, a herd

of thirteen Ayrshires, at the head of
which is a 2-year-old bull, the son of imported parents, which is unquestionably
All but
one of the best in the state.
three of the animals exhibited are fullbloods.
W. K. Clifford, South Paris, a good
grade Jersey heifer.
L. S. Merrill, South Paris, a good
jersey cow.
Fresh from the circuit of tbe three
state fairs, S. M. King of South Parte
was on hand with twenty-one head of
hie fatuous Kingleside Farm Jerseys.
Six of them were bulls, tbe rest cows and
heifers, and all had done their share of
money-getting at the state fairs, in competition with ttie other famous Jersey
herds of the state.
Bion Greeley, West Taris, a full-blood
Ayrshire bull and three heifers.
Will Young, Norway, showed fifteen
bead of cattle. Two yoke of steers were
Ilerefords, tbe rest were Jerseys of high
breeding, a bull, and ten cows and
heifers.
F. A Parlin, South Paris, a handsome
grade Jersey cow and a grade Durham
yearling heifer.
Almon Churchill, South Parle, four
good grade cows and heifers.
"Here's where you get your beef
stock," remarked a good farmer as be
looked at tho herd of ten from Birchmont Farm, West Bethel, owned by Mrs.
L. E. Bean. They aro full-blood Ilerefords, and as fine specimens of the breed
as can be found.
A heifer calf 10 months old which
tho Birchmont herd was
came from
shown by G. H. Porter of South Pari·.
Thayer Bros., Paris Hill, showed eight
grado Durham cows and heifers, aod two
yoko of steer calves as handsome and
well matched as could be desired.
D. L. Brett, Otiefield, eight head,
mostly full-blood and grade Ilolsteins.

F. W.

Noyes of Norway showed

a

Holstein bull, and a herd of twelve
cows and heifers.
A. H. Wallace, Norway, a grade Jersey
heifer calf.
C. A. Pride,· Norway, exhibited a large
herd of Holstein cattle.

good

8ΠΕΚΡ AND SWINE.

That there is still something left of
the sheep industry Is evident from the
number of those valuable animal· that

shown.
or lambs Ivere shown by J. S.
& J. H. Millett, Norway, Charles A.
Richardson, Greenwood, Ε. M. Everett,
Norway, C. W. Starbird, West Sumner,
V. E. Dunn, Norway.
There was not so large a show of
swine as in some years, but there were
were

Sheep

some

good animals.

Yorkshire sow and

pigs and Chester

(Continued on third page.)
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at
Congregational
M
evening
day
TUESDAYS.
ISSUED
Rev. Mr. Hoyt, State Missionary of ford Point, Oxford County, Maine, for
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
Katherine Silver of Rumford le A nleaslne programme baa been arrangCARROLL L. DELANO,
me better.
ed and tbe public 1b cordially Invited. the Univeraalist churches of Maine, the tame purpose. It aulta
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There
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at
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Universalis
South Paria, Me.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, SEP. 24, 1907.
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addressee will be given by some of the Sunday.
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local pastor·, and there will be «peclal
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and Mr.. Τ Β U.t, lor . m
and
which
with
work
the state convention of the W. C. T. U. held plaoea and the people
I have a moderate
UMhi tad Proprietor·.
crowd from here
A
few weeke, before returning home.
with whom we were familiar in the day· horse for
about 1300.
Schools closed Wednesday to allow county fair and said they bad a good in Lewiston.
A. E. FOK1U.
sale,
ϋΙΟΜΙ M. ATWOOD.
before
come
will
ua,
Flrat Baptist Church, Rev. Β. O. Tay lor, pastor
tickets
more
no
that are
up
Agent N. A. Bunting sold 157
an opportunity of attending
Will tell or
worker.
and Extra
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 A. M. Sunday pupils
Rev I S Macduff, Mrs. L. C. Bates, for the Norway fair Wednesday morn- a gboatly silence, a living presence;
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School at 12 M. Sabbath Eveulnr Service at
or young
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for
that
the
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Miss Isabel Shirley,
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AU legal advertisements nant Meeting the last Friday before the 1st
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in every detail. Clothes that
All not
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convention atLewieton last week. Mr. her niece, Miss Shirley Russell, returned eons ago—lights dimmed by
are riven three connective Insertions for $1.50 Sunday of the month at
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Miss Ruth Tucker also went
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Pastor. Preaching service every Sunday at 10:45 one candidate at the reguiar meeting
era.
Give them the best that it is in you,
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continue to fit.
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A. m. Sunday School at 11:45.
16,
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For Sale.
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Be patient
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Job Purrcto
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meeting
fill your
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prices
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grades
power, experienced
Don't be peevish under any
Mrs. Ingraham and Miss Ingraham,
fhnrcb Mrs. E. L. Porter and Miss Ella lyn.
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combine to make this department of oar bastLet us show you
needs.
after spending the summer here, closed
The frost the past week has not injur- like your old uncle, who was no more fit
aeas complete and popular.
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summer.
employed during
Coming; Event*.
or O. A.
That is one of the things we would be quire of Rev. E. O.
We've a lot of other things
William Ë. Atwood returned Saturday
Mre. A. D. Coburn has returned home and the corn is of good quality.
Bowdoin College to begin the second
Mr. Chandler Walker, graduate of proper glad to forget.
Paris Hill.
B. Bridgham of after visiting her relatives and friends
Dr
Maxim,
Sept. ΙΑ, Ά, ·».—Androscoggin Valley fair, Can- to
men
that
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Sister Kate came from Waterville fair
ton.
year of his course there.
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medical
having, too. You
thi. She was accompanied home by
department
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WANTED.
Association, I'arls Hill.
made from a
pastor of the Baptist church in this
Oct. t.—Oxford Pomona U range. Otlsfleld.
mother, who intends to spend tbe winter versity, is visiting his aunt, Mrs. Tobias as prizes for the best bread
probably know that this
A married man, capable and trustcertain brand. First and last we have
Lord.
Oct. 1, 2,3.—West Oxford Fair, Fryeburg.
place, to take effect next Sunday.
Oct. 3, 3.—North Oxford fair, Andover.
Jackson of
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who has a position sampled quantities of Kate's cooking,
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to
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my
worthy,
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Not 12, 13.—Oxford Association of I'nlver
Co., Boston, is and it needed no blue ribbon to convince Oxford, Me., for
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or more, to
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us that Kate kan
Mm. II. P. Hammond.
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house. Her household goods are stored spending the vacation
surgeon in the Revolutionary army,
than commence about the middle of OctoNEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Jessie Jackson spent Saturday and
at her father's, A. J. Abbott s, at North his wife's parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. U. many ways, but our taste is quicker
AdHamFaustena
ber, next. Reference
lightning.
Sunday with her cousin,
Parie, and she has left ber two little girls Purington.
Crawford Cooking Ranges.
She also brought a blue ribbon for dress, Geo. O. Robinson, R. F. D.
mond.
Rev. C. N. Gleason is taking a vacation
in her mother's care, and gone to MassaTroubles.
of
Eye
Symptom·
of three weeks and Mrs. Gleason and Mrs. Fred Irish for pen-work, something No. 2, South Paris, Me.
F. A. Shurtleff «& Co. have closed their
chusetts to teach school.
Blae Stores.
There
see.
Ladles' Welt Boots, $2.50.
summer store here, though it was kept
Mrs. Ed Dexter and little child of Au- daughter are visiting relatives in Brook- in the artisticf line. Let me
under his uncle, Dr. William P.
first
1907.
Suits and Coats.
are in the tribe one cook (at least), one
burn are visiting at the Maple Uo»®®·
lyn, Ν. Y.
open several days longer than was at
Probate Notices.
Mr. M. L. Thurston, who bought the artist, one clown, and we do hope the
first intended, as so many of the summer
Mrs. David Emmons is in poor bealtn.
6 Notice· oé Appointment.
the
One Price Clothier,
Farm for Sale.
residents remained here. The number
MYRON H. WATSON,
Miss Minnie A. Lane has rented some Emily Philbrook residence, is moving rest will do well, be an honor to
Work Horse for Sale.
of the summer people is now considertribe; find St. Peter off guard and manrooms in the Methodist parsonage for his family to Bethel.
For Sale.
Fine
and
PiaDO Tuning
Repairing.
Mr. J. U. Purington was in Portland age somehow to slip by into the green
ably reduced.
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The Universalist parish at its annual
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F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
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Ready-To-Wear

Hats.

Vails, Fancy Collars and
Cuffs, Millinery Novelties

Miss S. M. Wheeler,
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They
style, perfect
$3
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The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
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Ν. Dayton Bolster & Go.
Have Received
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Full Line of

Talmar
Scotch,
Ladies' Welt Boots, $2.50.
Spanish, Saxony and Floss
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The Celebrated
Brand Yarn in
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ALSO

"Phillip" and "Aroostook" brands
of Country Yarn.
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Norway, Maine.
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Only
S.

Mi«s Edith
at Mrs.

guest
Charles

Brown of Chicago
Alice P. Thayer's.
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wu

in Denmark ovei

À. M. Yates, who has been
ill, is again able to ride out.

a

and pige
Brett, Oxford.

sow

Ε. X. Anderson has had green peas
out of his garden the past week.

THE

Every

tle

wnTwi

Lamliiitf.

11).· Maine Press Association is making
j·* .I'.nual excursion this week, with
tarters at the Bridgton House in
he;i
Br il" ·'!, and daily trips to points of
the vicinity. The Democrat
η
inter
is ·: ηr rtunately not represented.
dreaded frost struck us WednesΤ
dav
iirlit. cutting down tender vines
and î i. hing the corn on the low lands.
A riν. r tog saved some things, and no
extensive damage has been reportver
ed. l'hursdav night there was another
frost, though not so heavy as the first.
chandler Swift had his wrist dislocated while at work at the corn factory
Friday. He was ou a table taking down
some cans, when the pile of cans tipped
with it.
Mr.
over, and the table went
>wi:'· ι t out his hand to save himself as
fall
force
of
the
the
but
he wenr down,
put Lis wrist out. It is doing well, but
he will not do any more work at the
corn shop this run.

Dr. and Mrs. C. P. Hubbard of Lovell
have been the guests of their daughter,
Mrs. George F. Eastman, for the past
week.
Rev. Andrew T. McWhorter of Standish has supplied the pulpit at the Congreaational church for the last two

Sundays.
Henry A. Knight of Chapman, Kan.,
and E. W. Knight of Auburn, are visiting their sister, Miss Alice B. Knight, at

the old home.

Miss Alice Bisbee, stenographer in
the ortice of the Paris Manufacturing
Co., is spending a two weeks' vacation
in Massachusetts.
Mr. B. L. Alineda of iSoston, Byron
Nuar of Portland, and C. A. Haines of
Melrose, were guests at J. P. Richardson's during the fair last week.
Mrs.

F.

A.

and

Jackson

daughter,

ehown

by

D. L.

MIDWAY.

year the fakirs

spread

up a lit-

the gate; and every year they
bigger business, apparently. Re-

nearar

do a
the
Perris
freshment stands galore,
wheel, the merry-go-round, Rattlesnake
five
hundred
Joe with his
snakes, the
mermaid, the wbat-is-it, and a host of
schemes to catch the nickels and dimes
Tent shows were more
were here.
numerous than usual, and refreshment
were at
stands of all kinds
every
Madam Carl, the
nook and corner.
witch of Wall Street,
palmist and
"claravoint," looked into the future
from a booth in the hall, and various
others of supposed occult powers drew
anxious inquirers at other points on (he

Sirs'.

Mrs. Fred Brown of Portland has visThe Democrat was in error in giving
the a im·· of one of the jurors drawu re- ited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. II.
Howard
not
C.
wis
It
Lane, Stuart, for a few days.
cent!)
but ( .".ter II. Lane, Jr., who was
Is there any danger of forgetting that
drawn
there is a corporation meeting Tuesday
Π I.unt and Ε. B. Lnnt it Montevening? Guess not, eh?
vilie have been in town for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Cummins»* of
£ ι; I.tint has sold his farm in that
t'.wa I:is father, C. II. Lunt, and ex- Mechanic Falls weie guests at Wirt
>cate elsewhere.
Stanley's during the fair.
j,e. ts to
Mr. and Mrs. John Yates of ColeMr. ami Mrs. W. B. Russell of Leeds
fair. For seven- brook, Ν. H., formerly of South Paris,
were here to attend the
and were here a few days last week.
teen '· ''.irs they have not missed it,
they couldn't afford to this year,
Rev. J. II. Little of the Universalist
altli· .^ί· they no longer live here.
church exchanged pulpits on Sunday
with
Rev. S. G. Davis of Norway.
Misses
Laura
and
Mi*. !. I). Haynes,
Γ rnell, and Misses Carrie and
Hat:
The weather is sending the sweet corn
Hall, made an excursion to along fast, and it was necessary to run
Unrm
n. thence to Portland by trolley,
Lew
the factory Sunday to keep up with it.
an<l 1. -it-··· over the ('.rand Trunk, SaturMr. and Mrs. John F. Stanley of East
day.
Auburn visited their daughter, Mrs. C.
The Ν rway Band gavo the last of its
W.
Bowker, a few days during the fair.
ancerts in the Square Wednes*ei .·ν
Mrs. Gibbs and Miss Nellie Jackson of
dav evening. and with the addition of
at Mrs. Louise J.
sever.. players who were with it for the Portland visited
better entertainment Brings' and took in the fair one day last
fair ; Ke even
week.
than usual.

were

Chester huw and piga and two Cheeter
boars by V. £. Dunn, Norway.
White Chester boar by E. L. Pike,
South Waterford.

seriously

H. Bonney and wife of Sumner
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Barnes of PortD Haynes' iaat week and atu
land are visiting at T. S. Barnes'.
tbe fair.
Miss Lena Leighton of Bangor is visitwho is employed on
.I.ibn T. I.indley,
Koad, was here last ing her mother, Mrs. W. O. Frothingthe y, ,fin Elevated
ham.
week for the fair.
Mrs. George W. Frothingham of PortMrs. W. W. Walker and son Harold of land is
visiting in this vicinity for a few
i ive been visiting her mother.
days.
A. C. Jones. for a few days.
Mrs. Alton C. Wheeler was in Auburn
Mrs. Janiee Foster of Forest City
to attend the White-IIam wedding last
Peak's Island, spent Thursday
week.
with lier mother. Mrs. Ellen Wormell.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rounds of Auwho
have
and
Elder
R.
family,
Charles
summer here, return- burn have visited a few days at J. L).
been spending the
home in Maiden, I Haynes'.
ed Saturday to their
Mass.
Hairy Burnell and Miss Grace Burnell
of Baldwin have recently spent a week
Mrs lohn Parsons of Waltham, Mass., at
S. G. Burnell's.
< V. Kuight of Turner and A. J. Knight
Mrs. W. H. Robinson has been very ill
of Humi<>rd have been guests at Κ. N.
with a stomach trouble, but is thought
Hall's luring the past week.
to be gaining now.
Mrs Peter Kane, who is in the hospiMrs. Louise J. Briggs left Monday
tal v. Lewiston, and was reported in
jeriou* condition, is doing well, and is morning for a visit to hor son, Fred C.
ou 'be r 4,1 to a K°ocl recovery.
Briggs, at Brookton.

Biggest Pair.

(Continued from first pege.)

Work in the tiret degree at the I. O. 0.
F. meeting this week.

of Wilton spent the
ilu». Ε. Γ. Parlin
week with relatives here.

j,;Wt

N. Haskell

Sunday.

SOUTHPAKIS.

Still Another

two weeka to court.

grounds.

What would a show be without fakirs
—if such a thing were possible? Certainly like Hamlet with Hamlet left out.
THE

BALL GAMES.

While the games drew a lot of people
to that part of the grounds where the
diamond is located, and most of them
remained to see them finished, it cannot be truthfully said that they were as
interesting as in some other years. The
listless ball which was played at times
made many people think that the players
were playing for what money there was
in it, and that they were not going to
exert themselves greatly whether they
won or lost.
Another thing which caused a great
deal of complaint was the failure of the
management to provide a man to keep
the crowd back on the eide-linee. In
the games on Wednesday and Thursday
it was necessary to stop playing at times
because of the way the people kept
edging in nearer the players. A little
forethought would do away with this
nuisance and would be greatly appreciated by a large majority of the people, who want the players to be able to
get balls that are easily within their
reach, without running through a crowd
of people.
The game Tuesday afternoon was between West Paris and Norway, and was
won by West Paris by a score of S to 2.
The large number of defeats that West
Paris has administered to Norway since
Delano commenced to pitch for them
seems to have taken Norway's confidence, and they are beaten in their minds
long before they are on the field.
Wednesday's game was more interesting. The opposing teams were Lewiston and Norway, and Lewiston won the
game in their half of the eighth inning.
The final score was Lewiston 5, Norway
2.
Thursday, Norway again played West
Paris and just escaped a sh\it-out, West
Paris winning easily by a score of 7 to 1.
Rich pitched all three of the games
for Norway, and did well in the face of
Delano pitched both
poor support.
games for West Paris in his usual good
form. Love did the twirling for the
Lewiston team.
There were a number of changes in
the make-up of the Norway team, but
the team was weakened rather than
strengthened by them, and it was a great
disappointment to the supporters of the
team to see a team that did so well early
in the season finish in such poor form.

Rtlhardton, 8,1; belter 2 years, 3; heifer
1 year, 8, 2 ; heifer calf, Adney R Tnell,
3, Charlea Richardson, 2.
Committee—Ρ Ν Blanchard, L Ε
Stevens.
Steer·—Beet 3-year-old steers, H A
Bobbins, Norway, $6; 2-year-old ateera,
Moses Young, Hartford, 5; H A Bobbins,
3; yearling steers, S H Miilett, Norway,
4; steer oalvea, Thayer Bros, Paris, 4; S
H Miilett, 3; WH & G H Dunn, Norway, 2; Grade Durham 3-year-old steers,
Ο Ε Turner, East Sumuer, S; Giado
Hereford 3-year-old steers, L Ε Stevens,
South Turner, 6; L F Everett, West
Paris, 3; C M Gammon, Norway, 2;
Grade Devon 3-year-old ateera, Charles
Richardson, West Paris, 5; Grade Durham 2-year-old steers, H M Fiske, North
Waterford, 4; Β F Glover, East Sumner,
3; F Τ Pike, Norway, 2: Grade Hereford
2-year-old steers, L Ε Stevens, 4; Ο Ε
Turner, 3; S Η Miilett, 2; Grade Devon
2 year-old ateera, Charles Richardson, 4;
L F Everett, 3; Grade Durham 1-yearold steers, H M Fiske, 4; George G Abbott & Sons, Norway, 3, 2; Grade Hereford 1-year-old steers, Ζ W Mills, Norway, 4; H A Bobbins, 3; Grade Durham
calves, A J & F L Miilett, Norway, 3;
Thayer Bros, 2; Grade Hereford calves,
W F Young, Norway, 3; H A Bobbins, 2.
Committee—C. H. Bonney, G. F.
Stanley.
Matched Cattle—Matohed oxen, value
considered, C S Hayes, Oxford, $8; LE
Steveus, South Turner, 0; L W Whitman
South Paris, 4. Matched oxen under 5
THE PREMIUMS AWARDED.
years old, Moses Youug, Ilartford, 6;
F S Gammon, Norway, 4; A Ε Morse,
(These are ae reported by tbe committees, and
Matched 3-year-old
are subject to revision by the oflicers, but are South
Paris, 3.
mainly correct.)
steers, L Ε Stevens, South Turner, 0.
Stallions—Best stallion, Hall & Young Matched two-year-old steers, Β F Glover,
Bethel, $15; Mountain View Stock Farm East Sumner, 5; S H Miilett, Norway, 3;
Matched yearling
South Paris, 8; stallion 3 years old, C Η Moses Young, 2.
Curtis, West Paris, 10; W J Wheeler, steers, A J & FL Miilett, Norway, 4.
H
S
Miilett, Norway, 4;
Soutb Paris, 5; Wm Gregg, Audover, 2; Matched calvee,
stallion 2 years, F Ο Walker, Rumford L F Everett, West Paris 3.
John P.
1
Committee—Ellis
stallion
A
Whitman,
Emma
Barrett, 4;
Falls, 0;
year, G S Iteoord, Buckfield, 5; Geo H Penley.
Jones, Oxford, 3; John I' Abbott, South
Working Oxen and Beef:
Hon. June· S. Wright moved that the
trustees be authorized to sell snob portion of the timber standing on the land
of the society as in their judgment is
advisable, and the motion was oarried.
Before proceeding to the election of
officers, the attention of the members
was called to the increased
work now
demanded of some of the officers, oat of
proportion to the present salaries, and
on motions the salary of the secretary
and treasurer was increased from $150
to $250, and that of the president from
$25 to $100.
The election of officers then proceeded, and was the occasion for numerous
complimentary remarks regarding the
service of the present board of officers.
President William J. Wheeler was
unanimously re-elected.
For trustee to succeed Κ. E. Andrews
of Norway, his brother, H. F. Andrews,
was nominated, it being understood that
Ε. E. Andrews did not desire a re-election. H. F. Andrews rose and said that
he· had never before heard this thing
mentioned, and should be obliged to decline, but the ballot resulted in 22 votes
for H. F. Andrews and δ for Ε. E. Andrews, and the vote stood without
further objection.
T. P. Richardson of Norway, trustee,
and William O. Frothingham of South
Paris, secretary and treasurer, were
unanimously re-elected to succeed themselves, nnd the meeting adjourned, after
a short but harmonious and pleasant
session.

Paris. 2.
J. L. Lowell,

judge.
Colts—3-year-old Ally

or gelding, Hall
& Young, Bethel, $8; Ρ F Ripley, Paris,
0; W S Emmons, West Paris, 4; 2-yearold filly or gelding, Wm Gregg, Andover,
0; R L Cunimings, West Paris, 4; Ρ F
Ripley, Paris, 2; 2-year old stallion,
draft bred, A F Jackson, Norway, 5.
J. L. Lowell, judge.
Brood Mares and
Sucking Colts—
Brood mare with foal by her side, G S
Record, Buckfield, $15; Mrs C Ρ Saunders, North Waterford, 8; Seth Η McAllister, Soutb Paris. 4; sucking colt, G
S. Record, 5; C H Curtis, West Paris, 4;
Charles F Harriman, South Paris, 3; Mrs
C Ρ Saunders, North Waterford, 2; sucking colt, draft bred, J S and J H Millett,
Norway, 3; F W Noyes, 2.
J. L. Lowell, judge.
Green Horses shown by owner—G S
Record, Buckfield, $10; Τ Thayer, South
Paris, 8; R Ν Stetson, West Sumner, 0
Work Horses over 2500 lbs—George M
Stevens, East Waterford, $10; A F Jackeon, Norway, 8; Albert Richardson, Norway, 0. Work horses 2500 lbs and under—Thayer Bros. Paris, $10; U S,G Abbott, Norway, 8; A D Cutumiugs, Soutb
Paris, β.
Committee—Charles D. Haety, John B.
Robinson.
Gents' Driving Horses.—Wm. Gregg,
Andover, $15; A. S. Fuller, Oxford, 10.

Herds—Herd of cattle from one farm,
C A Pride, Norway, $15; F W Noycs,
Norway, 12; Ε L Pike, South Waterford,
9.

Katherine, who have been visiting at J.
Committe—C A Richardson, C S McHenry Ζ Perkins was visited last week P. Richardson's, returned to their home
PARADE OK TREMIl'M STOCK.
Intire.
of
W.
Austin
bis
last
Perkins,
in
uncle,
Melrose, Mass.,
Saturday.
by
As large bodies are slow about getting
Thoroughbred Durhams—Durham bull
Wmthrop, Iowa. Mr. Perkins came to
Mrs. Ella Burbank has several arti- in motion, the parade of Thursday fore- 2 years old and upward, J S and J H
Siia: „-a to attend the national encampthat noon was a little late about starting, and
Millett, Norway, $8; bull 1 year H M
He has at- cles of household furniture, etc.,
nu nt >f the Grand Army.
were not sold at the auction that she de- it was nearly 10:30 when the signal was Fiske, North Waterford (J; heifer 3 years
ten ied every encampment for about a
sires to dispose of at private sale.
J S Λ J 11 Millett, 5; A J Λ F L Millett,
given.
η years, and says he does not intend
ci
If the parade could be made to take in 3. Heifer 2 years, H M Fiske, 3; A J
Bard Perkins and Miss
to miss one.
The annual meeting of the Oxford Asall the stock which takes premiums, it & F L Millett, 2. Heifer 1 year. A J
Mover of Andover have also been at Mr. sociation of Universalists will be held
would have to double around the track. & F L Millett, 3.
Heifer calf, A J & F
Perkins' during the week.
Nov, 12-13, with the Universalist Church But it is not
practicable to keep all the L Millett 3; J S & J Η Millett, Norway,
Annual sermon by
at Turner Center.
so
the
The University of Maine students in
cattle till Thursday,
representa- 2.
Rev. J. II. Little.
the class of 1910, Leslie Bennett, Roy J.
tion is considerably reduced. In spite
Committee—C. V. Knight, C. F.
The meetings of the Junior Society of of that the parade is imposing and in- Blanchard.
Bird, Grover Brown, Harold Cole, Lewis
A. Keen and Stanley M. Wheeler, wont the Congregational church will bo re- teresting.
Grade Durham—Mileli cow 4 years old
to Orono to begin their secoud year last sumed on Wednesday afternoon at3:4">.
Tliis year's parade was headed by a
or over, J S & J H Millett, Norway, $5;
week. Bernard F. Twitchell, who is Parents please take notice of this and rank of four policemen, followed by the
Thayer Bros., Paris 3; A J & F L Miltaking the short agricultural course, also see that the children are there.
Norway Band, next the officers of the lett Norway 2; Heifer 3 years, Thayer
Merton R.
Sumner,
in carriages, and then the stock.
returned, and
society
Bros. 3,2; A J & F L Millett 1; heifer 2
Orlando Buck of Chicago, a Buçktield
Robert W.
Merrill and
i'hester M.
Even with a large number of the cattle
years, A J & F L Millett, 3; heifer 1
boy who has made a success in the gone home, there
Wheeler began a four years' course.
were about 200 animals
a
busiworld, while spending a week on
year A J & F L Millett3; Thayer Bros.,
in the procession, and it was a goodly
J S «& J H Millett, Norway, 1; heifer
After the warrant for Tuesday even- ness trip east, visited in Bucktield, and
2;
and
horses
lover
of
for
the
good
in,' corporation meeting was posted, a made a call on relatives here Wednes- sight
calf, A J & F L Millett, 3; Almou
nottU
Churchill, South Paris, 2.
petition came in for another, and the day.
Committee—W. E. Penley, W. A.
THE RACES.
meeting was called for S:30 the same
has
Frank
J.
Howland,
presentEs«j.,
evening. This technically makes two ed the
else connected with Hersey.
Like
valuable
a
everything
very
library
public
of the
rporation meetings Tuesday evening
i'UII|
lUUlUU^UUlOU
a "Cyclopedia of American Agri- this year's fair the races were
,,f this week, one at 7:30 aud one at 8:30. work,
the Macmillan most entertaining kind. Those of the years old and upward, Mrs L Ε beau,
culture,"
by
published
The second meeting is called on petition
1 year, Ο Ε TubThe work is in four large first and third days were more interest- West Bethel, *8; bull
of Ira F. Mure h and others, and the Company.
than those of Wednesday, and ner, East Sumner, C; S II Millett, Noring
volumes and is profusely illustrated.
object of it is as follows:
while there were not as many split heats way, 4; bull calf, Mrs L Ε Bean, 3, 2:
T. Thayer was in the city last week to as usual, the horses were well bunched cow 4 years or over, Mrs L Ε lit-an, ϋ;
To tee if the corporation will make better
In
vlelnttv
the
streets
Its
for
lighting
and
provision-*
secure stock for bis meat market,
and gave the audience some exciting heifer 3 years, Mrs L Ε Bean, 5, 3;
of the foundry bridge, either
by addition»!
will open the market, at the old place, finishes. The free-for-all proved to be belfer2 years, Ο Ε Turner,3; Mrs L Ε
light*. or a néw arrangement of the present
at
4
at
of
this
the
arts
top Tuesday afternoon
week,
light
t·, or by exchanging
the event of the occasion, for while the Beau, 2; heifer 1 year, Mrs L Ε Bean, 3;
of M owe Η1Π for Incandescent lights to be dis· o'clock r. m.
He will be glad to see as brown
mare, Lou Foster, won in straight heifer calf, Mrs L Ε Bean, 3, 2.
tribute·! In that region.
as possible.
bis
old
customers
of
many
Committee—C. V, Knight, C. F. Blanheats she was forced to do them in the
The annual report of the Norway and
fast time of -:1S, 2:19 and 2:10; the last chard.
of
the
NorK.
P.
Hathaway
Principal
Paris Street Railway, as made to the
the track record made by
Grade Hercfords—Milch cow, 4 years
way High School, who has spent the heat equaling
state railroad commissioners a few days
old or over, Charles Richardson, West
summer in Waterville, returned home Joe B. Nelson last year.
of
is
since, contains more or less that
of
occurrence
unfortunate
The
only
last week, his school
Taris, $5; S H Millett, Norway, 3; Il A
beginning this
interest:
week. Mrs. Hathaway will remain in the races was the injury to Wra. Grogg'u Robbing, Norway, 2; heifer 3 years, H A
ν
h.
Da*t>
Patlaruv Γη -.(.ΓιΗΗ
two or three weeks longer. fast four-year-old, Northland Bon Ton, Robbins, 3; S H Millett, 2;
heifer, 2
operating Waterville for
earnlugs from o|>eratton,
who got a bad fracture of the ankle in years, W F Youug, Norway, 3; H A Robexcuses, i·:,*'" 7s; net earnings from operation,
had
as
Anderson
Mr. and Mrs.
guests the first heat of the '35 class. Mr. Gregg
passenger car earnings, $ί*,«·»7.«£Ι;
bips, 2, 1; heifer, 1 year, S H Millett, 3;
maintenance of track ho·! roadway. $«.i73û; during tbe week of the fair Mr. Harry has driven horses here for many yeare
H A Robbins, 2, 1; heifer calf, G H
I'ntenance of care, $l.4.«Uj; maintenance of Fotbergill of Island Pond, Vt., Mr. John
and has probably won more heats than Porter, South Paris, 3; II A Robbins, 2,1.
utpmenl of cur·. $240.54; eoat of C. Anderson of Bethel, Miss
Leslie
of
P'iWtr, J.v*; 4.:, wage* of conductor», ♦:,1H.S7;
any other driver. He has hosts
Committee—C. F. Stanton, W. G.
wt.i
of motormen, ♦-.dri.S7; removal of enow Brewer and Miss Clara Mae Xeedham of friends who were extremely sorry for
Fiske.
»η·ι lee, #4?J.75; sa'arles of general officer·,
and Mrs. Β. N. Hanson of Ber- this accident to one of his fastest horses.
Portland,
I I ", pasitengcr car mileage. i4f,l"-i; fare
Thoroughbred Jerseys—Bull 2 years
lin. Ν. H.
One of the most marked characteristics
average fare, rev·
|i--cn(Ç<r* carried.
old and upward, S M King, South Paris,
ei·'.·
i-en^crs, # 4Κ»; operating expenses per
is
the
here
races
the
of
improvement
will
be
obNext Sunday, Sept. 29th,
ir n:!i!·, §.i."W: average number of employees.
$8; W F Young, Norway, 0; S M King,4;
from year to year in the quality of the
In·
bull 1 year, 0, 4; bull calf, 3; cow 4 years
tog olliclals, els ; aggregate amount of served as rally day by the Congregational
fast "plug"
The
animals.
»a -irlee ami wage·» pal<!t #;5,!d7.S>.
will
be
There
contesting
School.
special
Sunday
old or over, 0, 4, 2; heifer 3 years, 5, 3, 2;
and we now see
outclassed
has
been
is
exIt
remarks.
and
heifer 2 years, 3, 2, 1; heifer 1 year, 3, 2,
Miss Kate Maxitu suffered a serious music, readings
that every member of the school very little of his kind, while young 1; heifer calf, 3, 2, 1.
injury, under distressing circumatauces, pected
most
and
fastest
horses of the very
on the
Miss Maxim lives will be preseut, and a cordial invitation
loth inst.
Grade Jerseys—Milch cow 4 years
taken his
all interested in the work fashionable breeding have
old or over, Fletcher Pariln, South Paris,
entirely alone on the old homestead farm is extended toalso.
place, and this is as it should be. The
near Streaked Mountain, at the end of to be present
D L Brett, Oxford, 2;
absence of gambling and drinking at the $5; L S Merrill, 3;
the mad quite a long distance through
The parish meeting of the Universal- races here is also a very marked feature heifer 3 years, W F Youug, Norway, 3,
On
the w inds from the main highway.
of
this
2
is! church called for Tuesday
years, 3; W Κ Clifford,
and OBe of which the management may 2,1; heifer
the forenoon of the 10th she went to the week will
without action until
South Parie, 2; Hattie C DeaD, 1; heifer
adjourn
be
proud.
justly
barn to feed a calf, and while there fell
1 year, W F Young, 3, 2, 1 ; heifer calf,
Wednesday evening at 7:30, to allow
a.50 Clue·, Trot and l'ace, l'urne ·100.
anii struck on her hip, severely wrench- those who desire to attend the corporaW F Young, 3; A H Wallace, Norway, 2;
1
1
1
Win.
Bonton.
the
Northland
Gregg
hip tion meeting. The meeting Wednesday
ing it. At tirst she supposed
2 W F Young, 1.
2
4
Belle Condor, D. Rosebrook
was broken, and she wjw unable to get
3
3
3
Grade Guernseys—Milch cow 4 years
evening will be an important one and it McDonald. I. M. Richardson
5
on her feet.
2
4
She managed after a long is hoped there will be a good number Benoue, Β. H. Blsbee
6 dr old or over, J S & J II Millett, Norway,
5
Walter <»., W. G. Morse
time tu drag herself to the house, which
on
the
views
their
4 3; C R Penley, South Paris, 2; H A Robpresent to express
6
δ
Jim, R. O. Jordan
is several rods distant, and there got various matters.
dis
Speedway, F. B. Fogg
bins, Norway, 1; heifer 3 years, J S Λ J
hold of a trumpet. This she b!ew out
Time—2.30; 2.27}; 2.30.
Η Millett, 3; heifer 2 years, 3; heifer
Very much alive is the Western
*
of the door at frequent intervale during
·200.
Puree
2.20 Class, Trot aud Pace,
calf, 3.
the afternoon, but it was not until near- Avenue Club, although no report of it
1
1
1
H. Dunn, F. L. Berry.
Leila Wilkes. F. O. Walker
Committee—W.
met
The
club
late.
of
been
has
the
given
2
2
2
ly night, when some boys came after
Queen Iuez, C. Burrill
3
3
3
Holsteine—Bull 2 years
cows in a pasture near by,
that the with Mrs. Albert Dean Saturday after- Dr. Keene, N.J. Foes
Thoroughbred
and a very pleasant
Time—2.19J ; 8,171; 2J71.
old aDd upwards, C A Bonney, East
trumpet was heard and help arrived. noon, Sept. 21st,
Ice cream, cake, β Year Old Class, Trot and Pace, Purse ·7δ Sumner, $8; Ε L Pike, South Waterford,
Physicians were summoned by telephone, time was enjoyed.
served.
were
fruit
1
1
Northland Artless. Wm. Gregg
an<! arrived only a little later than the fancy crackers and
0; L Ε Mclntire & Son, Waterford, 4;
2
2
the Her Grace, R. L. Cumininge
F W Noyes,
neighbors. Miss Maxim is doing well, The tirst two weeks of August
3 buil 1 year, Ε L Pike, 6;
3
Karrett, Mrs. Emma Barrett
Farnum
and
Mrs.
Geo.
with
met
club
anil is now able to get on her feet a
Norway, 4; C Pride, 2; bull calf, Benj
Half mile heats.—Time 1.27}; 1-234Sherman
Mrs.
F
Ordway.
Jackson. l;cow4
little.
Tucker, 3, 2; A
2.23 Class, Trot and Pace. Purse ·200.
LE
1 years old or over, Benj Tucker, 0, 4;
I
1
letters in South Parie post El Galo, b g, Pine Tree Stable
The ladies of the Congregational
2
2 Mclntire & Son, 2; heifer 3 years, Benj
2
Ellis Boone, blk g, F. B. Fogg...
e Sept. 23 :
5
society will hold their annual fair and
3
Ρ
ch
Ira
Woodbury.3
EL
heifer
2
Warwick Boy,
s,
Pike, 2;
years,
Tucker, 5, 3;
Mrs. Haute Abbott.
4
3
Christmas sale Thursday and Friday,
Ashland Chimes, b s, E. F. Brown....4
L Ε MclnMIm Be.tele K. Beckwttli,
5
4 C A Bonney, East Sumner, 3;
American Law, b s, J. F. Howland.. 6
Dec. ·". and 6. Committees:
H Us Urace II. Barton.
1
1
heifer
dr
tire
A
Wm
Son, 2; Benj Tucker, ;
Gregg..δ
Northland Logic, ch m,
Mrs. S. Louise Crooker.
Entertalnn.ent—Mr. ami Mrs. A. C. Wheeler,
Time—2.241 ; 2.34; 2.24}.
year, 3, 2; L Ε Mclntire & Son, 1; heifer
«r*. W I. Grav.
Miss A. L. Feltch.
calf, BeDj Tucker, 3; C A Bonney 2; LE
Mrs. L. B. Warner.
Decoration— Mr». Agnes Penfold. Mre. C. W.
2.30 Class, Trot and Pace, Purse §175.
Mrs. Sarah K. Mills.
Bowker, Mise Hattle Haskell. Miss Sue M.
111 Mclntire & Son, 1.
2
Star, blk m, Jamos Cook
L.
Sue
Mis*
M.
Joe.
Mre.
Geo.
2
4
2
••<*!er,
Bennett,
Bishop.
R.Jordan..6
Western Chlmes.bg,
JJ
Committee—C. V. Knight, C. F. Blan8nun<le.
Samuel 9. Chamberlln.
4
3
2
Smithtleld Girl, b m, Ν. ·Τ. Foes.3
S. F. Davis, Postmaster.
3 dis chard.
Reception—Mre. Mary C Parsons, Mr». W. J.
Lou Dillon, 2d, b ω, Β. Defoe .14
ν

HDlûlWHJO

~

Édvertised

-.

"heeler. Mrs. Wealthy A. Clifford, Mrs A. E.
Mrs W. K. Clifford, Mrs A. C. Jones,
^urtleff.
>1" Β. F Hicks. Ml** Nellie L. Whitman. MIsm
Mima E. Shuttle*. Mr*. R. Holuian, Mrs. Ο. K.
I'lffor·), Mrs C. P. Berrv, Mrs. Sarah Atkins,
Mr-. Λ. Β Wilson.
K«.-fre»hmcnw.—Mrs. Fre«l Chandler. Mre. Lou
Paughraty. Mise Ruby Clark, Mies Nellie JackOn. Mise VUla Jenne, Mrs. Annie Muzzy.
tuacy Table—Mrs. T. 8. Barnes. Mrs. W. L.
♦■ray. Miss Anna Morse, Mrs. D. M. Stewart.
Mr* W. b. Webster, Mrs. A H. Jackson, Mrs.
A. Porter, Mrs. P. Κ. Hathaway. Mrs. G. Γ.
Kv-tman. Mrs. Kva Clifford. Miss Emma S hurt
«π. Miss Neille Whitman.
Art and Miscellaneous.
Mrs. J. S. Wright.
Ml'» Hattle
Hooper. Mrs. C. M. Howard. Mrs.
J Brlgge, Mrs. J. F. Plummer, Mrs. W. O.
Frutuingliam. Mrs. J. H. Bean, Mrs. T. F.
Hathaway. Mre. Geo. Richards. Mrs. W. D.
Clark, Mrs. Fred Wright, Mrs. F. P. Burbank.
Andrews, Mrs. Maud Davee, Mre.
A F. tiPOrK'«
El 11 η g wood, Mr· W. L. Farrar, Miss Ida
Shurtletr, Mrs. Grlnilll Stuart, Mrs. Robert Pattrsuo.
Apron—Mrs. Dora Β Greene, Mrs. A. W.
"•vker, Mrs A.B.Clark, Mrs. L. A. Rounds.
J.r\ * M. Cook. Mrs. James Clark, Mr». Frank
"Ithatn. Mrs I.lzale Morse. Mrs. T. Sampeon.
* re. Albert
Abbott. Mre. W Η Robinson. Mrs
7· L- Klood. Mrs. H. F. Muzzy. Mrs. C. M.
Austin, Mrs. K. Emerson, Mrs. Era Clifford,
*re. George Ki,ier. Mr«. J. R Bennett. Mrs. A.
Talbot. Mrs. C. E. Bennett. Mr·. John Wight,
Μ. D. Field. Miss Isabel Goodwin,
table.-Mrs. Angle W. Bolster, Mrs. W.
•ι
"
'««. Mrs c. W. Bowker, Mrs. Geo. Chap·
Miss Dora Parsons.
Can ty table—Mies Eva Walker. Mr»- Elsie
Chapman, Mrs. Grace Stevens. Miss Blanche
S*17"»»· Mre. Kdna Shaw. Misa Mae Field,
Jenne. Mis· Ruby Clark. Mrs. Iva
Cutting. Mr*j Maud Bring·1. Mre. Margaret
Mu" Lillian WaWlroa
w^r· sn"' children's table. Mr·. A. C.
,te
α-k
heeler, Mrs. Ν. I). Bolster, Mr·. Ν. G. Elder,
Η· "«ward, Mr·. Ε. L. Greene, Mr·. H.
ν
>· Porter. Mrs Nellie
Power·, Mr·, Γ A. Shutt■*" "Iss Helen
Barne·, MUs Carrie Clifford,
Ml»<
"««ett. Mies Lllls Farrar.
VI.
Chapman, Mia· Εν»
™

—

J;

•J

BOI.STKK

DISTBICT.

shocking double shooting affair, the
participants in which were all boys,
occurred Tuesday at Limestone, Aroostook County. Oscar and Stephen Downey, brothers, aged respectively 17 and
13, were shot and instantly killed by
Guy Tardis, aged 19. Tardis' cousin,
A

with him, and all four
boys were hunting. A dispute arose
regarding some trivial affair, and the
shooting was the outcome of it. Guy
Tardis is under arrest.
Fred Tardis,

was

U»

Swctt

The State Board of Trade held its annual meeting in Portland last week, with

r...l,awle

—

™

boy

C***1*

good attendance, and interesting and
S.
prodtable discussions. Hon.wasCharles
elected

hooth.-Mr·. W.
Myjtery Mhe
HatUe

ί. Maxim. Mr·. J
Haskell. Mrs. Rom Davie,

a

I

Hiohborn

president

of

Augusta

Ε.

H". Brown....4

6

3

3

2.28$.
Class, Trot and Pace, Purse

•too.
Sable Princess, blk f, by El Sable, H3II
1
Λ Young
American Chimes, b g, by American Law.2
Northland Direct, blk s, Wm. Gregg....3
Northland Richard, b s, by Wm. Qregg..4

A. O. Wheeler and A. B. Talbot are

Willie Nadeau of Waterville, 10 years
of age, "didn't know it was loaded,"
and instantly killed Lafayette Butler,
aged 13, by pulling the trigger of a shot
ran around
gun just as the Butler boy
the corner of the house. The Nadeau
was badly overcome by the result.

Fwd Wiggin.

3 Year Old

hauling their sweet cofti to Oxford.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Lapham are
passing a few days with their daughter,
Mrs. Chas. Swett.
John Allen of Newry, Mr. and Mrs.
C. W. Godwin of Bethel, and Herbert
Jackson of Gorbam, Ν. H., were at J. S.
Brown's last Thursday.

m,

Ttme-23.il; 2.30*; 2.294;

Mrs. Albert Ryerson visited her sister,
Mrs. Chas. Gowell, last Saturday.

L*

w
Mrs.

Actress, ch

1
3
2
4

•J.35 Class, Trot and Pace, Purse ·1δ0.
1
1
1
Rattler G-, b g. R. D. Waltt
2
3
2
Hiram, b g, R. O. Jordan
δ
3
Belle Candor, b m, D. Rosebrook....3
4
4
4
Actress, ch m. E. F. Brown
0
δ
Belle Brino, blk m, P. C. McAllister..β
6
3
6
Kenone, ch κ, Β. H. Bisbee
Northland Bonton, b, Wm. Gregg..d
Mortimer, b s. I. M. Richardson.... d

Grade Holsteine—Milch cow 4 years
old or over, C A Bonney, East Sumuer,

$5; Benjamin Tuoker, Norway Lake, 3;
C A Bonney, 2; heifer 3 years, C A
Pride, Norway, 3, L Ε Molntire & Son,
Waterford, 2; Benjamin Tuoker, 1;
heifer 2 years, L Ε Mclntire & Son,
3, 2; Ε L Pike, South Waterford, 1;
heifer 1 year, L Ε Mclntire & Son, 3; F
W Noyes, Norway, 2; C A Pride, 1;
heifer calf, Ε L Pike, 3; C A Pride, 2;
L Ε Mclntire & Son, 1.
Committee—A. F. Verrill, Irvin E.
Brown.

& Son, South Parla, 8; OK Clifford 2.
Horse-hoe, etc., A W Walker & Son, 1 ; 50
barrow, A.W Walker & 8on; 1; 60. Corn
planter, A W Walker <ft Son 1; 60. Barrel heading press, Camming* Mfg Co.
Committee—W S Pierce, Norway.
Dairy Products and Bread—Specimen
of domestic cheese, Μη. A M Dunham,
Norway, $3; Mr·. S H Millett, Norway,
2; 1. Sage cheese, Chas. Richardson,
West Paris, 3; Mrs. A M Dunham, Norway, 2; Domestic butter, Mrs. Ε L Packard, Norway, 3; OA Bird, West Paris,
2: Mrs. D A Watson, Norway, 1. Creamery butter, Waterford Creamery, Waterford 8; Oxford Co. Creamery, South
Paris, 2. Display domestic butter, Ο A.
Bird, West Paris, 3; display creamery
butter, Oxford Co. Creamers, 3; Waterford Creamery, Waterford, 2.

BLUE STORES.

Have You Seen

Our Fall Suits for This Season?

A S Hall, Buckfield, hand-painted bando so to youf advantage.
oer, 10; coraet cover, 15; Mattie RichOur manufacturers are up to the recent ideas for
ards, South Paria, indelible painted
doily, 25; Mra Lester Ashtoo, coraet covmaking clothes—that's what we want, and their
er, 25; Mra Gertrude Allen, embroidered
is considered—that's
are low when
skirt, 10; Mra I H Pingree, Oxford, fancy bag, 10; Mary Ε Lewie, South Paria, what
want.
you
coraet cover, 15; Mra A S Hall, Bucktake a look at our $10 to $20 suits and if you
field, hand-painted atand cover, 16; Mra
Bertha Beaaey, Norway, head rest, 10; don't find them
in every respect don't
Bertha
Sturtevant, Norway,
photo
and
suits
corset
Helen
$5
$7.50.
cover, buy.
frame, 15,
Bangs,
10. Marion Bangs, Norway, bag, 10;
Hardanger, Emma Swan, 25.
Committee—Mrs E. H. Hçrrick, Mrs.
James N. Favor.
Paintings—Oil painting, Miaa Ν L Andrews, Norway, $5; V M Alters, Norway, 3; Mrs W Β Webster, South Paris,
Norway, 1.50; Dorothy Noble, Norway, 2;
water color, Misa Ν L Andrews, 3;
COME IN.
GARMENTS YOU NEED NOW.
1; Sarah Farnum, Norway, 75c; maple V M
Akers, 2; Rose A Murphy, South
syrup, Mrs Ο Β Upton, 1.50; Sarah FarParis, 1; crayon, Fannie Forbes, South
num, 1; Mrs Levi Richardson, Norway,
3; V M Akers, 2; Fannie Forbes,
75; honey, Sarah Fainum, 1.50; W Η Paris,
drawing by child under 14 years,
Tucker, Buckfield, 1.00; boiled cider 1;
Marion Smith, Norway, 2,1; Β C Lowe,
and raspberry wine, Mrs Carrie Briggs,
East Sumner, 50c; collection hand-paintSouth Paris, gratuity, 50.
South
ed china by girl under 16 years, Genevieve
Committee—James S. Wright, Mrs.
Barker, Norway, 3; piece hand-painted
V. P. DeCoeter.
china, Mrs H F Andrews, Norway, 3, 2.
Fruit and Flowers—Apples, J Η Davis
Committee—Iva L. McArdle, Mrs. L.
& Son, West Paris, $1; Arthur Morrill, H. Cushman, Mrs. Ε. N. Swett.
Norway, 2; W A Hersey, 3; winter apMiscellaneous—Display stuffed birds,
Working oxen 5 years old or over, ples, R L Cummings, Paris, 1; W II Mrs Ε Ε Andrews, Norway, 1 hawk, $2;
Moees Young, Hartford, $8; Β F Glover, Tucker, Buckfield, 2; A L Wymao, Nor2,00.
Plush Robes for
collection of insects by boy, Willie LeavEast Sumner, Ω; W Elden Tucker, East way, 3; fall apples, W M Tucker, 1; A
collection burnt work,
itt,
Norway,
2;
to 12.00.
from
and
both
Double Plush
Sumner, 4. Working oxen 4 years old LWyman, 2; A J Abbott, West Paris, BC
Lowe, East Sumner, 1; Mrs John
and under 5, Moses Young, 5; H A Bob- 3; Baldwins, R L Cummings, 1; A Κ
Cullinan, Norway, tray, 75c; mosaic
I am selling these robes from 10 to 20 per cent, lower
bins, Norway, 3; L F Everett, West Par- Emery, West Paris, 2; Mrs Ε L Packard, work, Martha Anderson, Norway, table,
than the present market price of such robes, as I bought
is, 2. Beef cattle less than 5 years old, Norway, 3; best 7 specimens Baldwins, 75; added for other exhibits, Francis
F Τ Pike, Norway, 5; Moses Young, 3; Κ L Cummings, 1;A Κ Emery, 2; Mrs Ε
them low and I shall give my customers the advantage
list,
15;
Philip
Swett,
Norway, grocery
L Packard, 3; beet assortment, A J AbJ C Howe, West Paris, 2.
of the low prices.
Potvin, Norway, two botttles wood hanCommittee—F. N. Blanchard, W. G. bott, Spur Sweet, 1, High Top Sweet, 2;
diwork,
25; Hugh Bethell, Norway,
C F Millett, Norway, Wolf's River, 2,
Fiske.
Kate Starbird,
J W Libby, Buck- sword—fish's sword, 25;
Town Teams—Town team of working King Tompkins, 2;
Golden Itusset, 1, Sher- Oxford, herbarium collection, $2; Mary
Stark,
2,
Held,
Hartford
Norway,
Paris,
15;
$20;
M Butters, South Paris, spun glass, 15;
oxen,
1. Harvey Greening, 1, Yellow
Ol Main St.· Norway, Malno.
10. Town team, 3-year-old steers, Nor- wood,
Martha Anderson, three pairs kid raocBeilellower, 1, Snow, 2, King, 3; Mrs
way, 10; Paris, 7. Town team, two-year
casiDB, 35; A M Dunham, Norway, disSouth
Carrie
Paris,
Wealthy,
3,
Briggs,
old steers, Hartford 8. Town team yearof snowshoes, 2; S M Patterson,
Golden Russet, 2, Canada Teach apple, play
ling steers, Norway, 8. Town team,
Welchville, display of handwork, 1; Mrs
Red
Ueatigna,
3;
3,
Astrachau,
1,
calves, Norway 0. Work horses, NorBertha Sturtevant, Norway, poet card
Cbarloe Merrill, South Paris, Alexander,
book
way 10; Paris, 8; Norway 5.
S Abbott, South Paris, Red album, 25; Frauds Swett, Norway,
Willie
2;
Β.
D.
F.
Committee—C.
Blanchard,
case made by boy, 50; Mrs Ο A Maxim,
Brittenhanna, 1; Β F Richards, South
Knight.
Paris, baskets made of Florida grass, 25;
Paris, Dutchess of Oldenburg, 2; R L
Sheep—Flock of 12 sheep, V Ε Dunn, L'ummings, Ben Davis, 2, Alexander, 3; Mrs James Danfortb, Norway, bag made
J
H
of
&
Miilett, Norway, D F Millett, bailey Sweet, 1, Uelletiower,
seeds, 15.
Norway, $10; J S
NOTK8.
8; flock of 8 sheep, C W Starbird, West I, Ben Davis, 3; W A Hersey, Norway,
Sumner, 7; J S & J H Miilett, ô; Chas. Mcintosh Red, 3, Gravenetein, 1, Orange
Music was furnished for all three days
12
of
flock
West
Paris, 3;
Richardson,
Speck, 1, Arctic, 1, Northern Spy, 3, of the fair by the Norway Band, and it
lambs, J S & J H Miilett 10; tlock of 8 American Beauty, 2, Roxburv Russet, 1; was
good.
C
W
Ε
V
5;
Starbird,
7;
Dunn,
lambs,
Jessie Buck, Norway, Mcintosh Ked, 2,
And do you know, the funniest thing
thoroughbred Down buck, A F Jackson, Nodhead, 2. J II Davis & Sou, West
that was
Norway, 4; V Ε Dunn, 2; thoroughbred Paris, Sweet Bough, 1; M F Holman, on the midway was that pump
constantly working, giving "plenty of
buck any breed, J S & J H Miilett, 4; V Dtisfield
Northern
Gore, King, 1,
Spy, 1, water, boys," to the mermaid.
Ε Dunn, 2; EM Everett, 1; flock of 3
Roxbury Russet, 2, Stark, 1, Strawberry,
thoroughbred sheep any breed except Î, Wealthy, 1, Snow, 1; Mrs Ε L PackOne of the old-timers who rarely missDowns, Ε M Everett, 4.
ard,
2; A L Wyman, Mclutosh es the Oxford County fair is W. A.
Committee—Elis Whitman, D. A. Kid, Spies,
1, Greenings, 1, Starke, 1, Seek No Pidgin of the Lewiston Journal, formerTuttle.
Farther, 1, Wolf River, lj Ο Β Upton, ly of the Oxford Democrat. Perhaps,
V
with
boar
Swine—Chester
pedigree,
Norway, Wealthy, 2, Nodhead, 1, Porter, though, ho would object to being called
Ε Dunn, Norway, $0; Ε L Pike, South I; Levi Kichardson, Norway, Greenings, an old-timer, though he was in fact proWaterford, 3; V Ε Dunu, 1. Chester sow >; Ο Η Merrill, Norway, Red B, 2, As- prietor of the Democrat fifty years ago.
with pigs, V Ε Dunn, 3; D L Brett, trachau, 1, American Beauty, 3; W W But Brother Pidgin is good for another
Oxford, 2. Yorkshire sow with pigs,
Maxim, Paris, Astrachan, 2, Yellow quarter of a century in the harness.
Committee— G. W Richardson, E. J. l'iansparent, 1; Walter S Buck, Norway,
Instead of the telephone being run on
Hobbs.
Ben Davis, 1, American Beauty; 1; F L the coin-in-the-slot basis this
year, a
Poultry—Fowls, Ε Ρ Crockett, South (Vymao, West Paris, Harvey Greening, messenger was in charge of it, and the
inch, coat
SUITS, invisible stripes in blue and black,
Paris, Light Brahmas, $1, Plymouth Î, Alexander, 1, Porter, 2, Pumpkin result to the public was very satisfactory.
trimmed with buttons and silk braid, grey Skinner
Bocks, 00c, 40, Guinea, 1 ; D L Brett, Ox- Sweet, 1, Gravenetein, 2; Vernon Robio- In past years the consequences which
*20.00
satin lined, full pleated skirt with fold,
ford, Barred Plymouth Bocks, 1; Edgar ion, West Paris, Sherwood's Favorite, 2; have resulted from an irascible man
C Dunn, Norway, Bantams, 1 ; W C pears, Arthur Morrill, 1; Β F Cummings, dropping in a coin at the wrong time,
SUITS in blue, green, and garnet checked with black, 30 inch fitted coat, all
Thayer, South Paris, Bhode Island Beds, ί; beet variety poars, Β F Richards, and then having to drop another, have
lined with satiD, pockets with buttoned tabs, turned back cutis, velvet
President
Bull
le
Seek
Durward,
1;
F
South
S
1,
Paris,
Clark,
pear,
GO,
40;
to
1,
$19.00
occasionally been nerve-wearing
trimmed collar, 13 gored pleated skirt with fold,
Wyandottee, 1, White Wyandottee, 1, 00; Mis Carrie A Briggs, Clapp's Favorite, bystanders.
with straps
trimmed
William H McDauiels, Norway, Blue I; M L Ilolmau, same, 2; Mrs. Ε L
tilted
inch
32
coat,
and
Broadcloth,
in
black
SUITS
garnet
One of the former regular vieitors to
with fold
Audalusiane, GO; DU Bean, South Paris, Packard, Bartlett, 2; W Η Tucker, the fair who was missed this
of own material, high (juality satin lined, '.) gored pleated skirt
year was
$10.50
White Wyandottee, 40; Boy Ε Jackson, Lapp's Favorite, 1; Walter S Uuck,
same
as
cut,
Ex-Governor Sidney Perham, who died
West Paris, B. C. White Leghorns, 1; Bartlett, 1, Sheldon, 1; plums, Ο Β Upsatin
last
at his winter home in Washington
SUITS in blue and garnet Venetian, 27 inch coat, liy front, good quality
Harry Ε Lovejoy, Norway, White Ply- .on, 1; specimen plums, Arthur Morrill,
$15.00
Governor Perham has never for
spring.
with
foldskirt
Β
Ο
Brown
pleated
lined,
Upton,
mouth Bocks, 1,
Leghorns, 1, Burbank, 1, Niagara, 1;
years failed to attend this fair,
double-breasted coat, SkinGeorgia Shaw Necks Games, 1, Bhode [iradshaw, 1, Burbank, 2; grapes, Ο Β many
while stopping at hie summer home on SUITS in blue and black mixtures, 27 inch semi-fitted,
S
G
$10.00
Β
cranberries,
Worden,
1;
Island Beds, 1; Guy
....
Estes, Norway, Upton,
ner satin lined, very full pleated skirt w.th fold,
inthe
he
took
and
Paris
Ilill,
greatest
Buff Orpiugtons, 1, Black Orpingtons, 1; Burnell, South Paris, 1; Mrs Ε L Packin the things to be seen there, and LONG COATS in black and castor Broadcloth, stitched strap down back, trimmed
terest
Aaron Yeaton, Norway, But! Cochin ard, 2; Jessie Buck, 3; house-plants,
trimmed
was always greeted by a great many
with silk pull braid and velvet in Bolero effect, collar and cuffs
Bautatne, 1, GO;' Russell Swift, West Mrs G W Hobbs, Norway, 1; cut llowers, friends.
with velvet braid and buttons, lined throughout with Skinner satin, finished
Paris, White Leghorns, 1; Jessie Swift, Mrs C C Davis, Oxford, 1; Mrs Chas
$10.50
The new rule, absolutely enforced,
around with fancy braid,
West Paris, Buff Cochins, 1; Prince Jbick, Norway, 2; Mrs Geo W Hobbs, 3;
over
noon, shut
trimmed
Broadcloth,
handsomely
Snow, Norway, Ancora Mottled, 1; Ver- J Ε Bennett, SouthParie, 22 varieties that entries close Tuesday
and
in
COATS
LONG
navy
garnet, brown,
out a few this year who did not have it
$12.50
of strawberry plants, 1.
non D Boblnson, West Paris, S. C. Brown
braid,
soutache
with
trimmed
collar
velvet
shoulders
with
pull braid,
Committee—C. II. George, B. L. Swift. in mind, but its enforcement was a good
Leghorns, GO, B. C. Brown Leghorns, 1,
sleeves
for the fair. The old days, when COATS in black Kersey, 48 inch semi-fitted, trimmed with straps, waist and
S. C. White Leghorns, GO; Elden Hall,
Crochet and Knit Goods—Mrs III Pin- thing
112.50
was complete for just two or
the
fair
velvet
lined
with
collar,
GO.
Island
satin,
Bhode
ButChicks,
Beds,
Norway,
»ree, Oxford, dress, 50c; Mary M
Ε 1' Crockett, South
Paris,
Light ors, South Parle, 25; Mrs Mary Ε Lew· three hours before they began to take COATS in dark Plaids, wide strap down back, inverted pleat on each side, wide
This year the
$9.00
Bialnnas, $1, G0c, 40, Plymouth Bocks, s, South Paris, table cover, 25, skirt, 35; things away, are gone.
strap over shoaldurs, patch pockets trimmed with buttons,
was practically complete, with the
1, GO, 40, Guinea, GO; Edgar G Dunn, Mrs L Cushmau, Norway, afghan, 50; fair
shoulders
over
of the cattle, Tuesday COATS in brown and green mixtures, fancy straps
piped with
Norway, Bantams, 1; W C Thayer, South Mrs W S Stearns, work bag, 10, center- exception of part
$0.00
with braid and velvet,
slicked up, and ready
trimmed
cutis
and
collar
noon,
everything
Island
Rhode
B.
C.
velvet,
Mrs
Reds,
1,
60,
crochet
Paris,
shawl,
piece, 15, doily, 15;
$10.50
$15.00,
40; F S Clark, South Paris, Buff Wyan- ii Ε Sturtevaut, Norway, 50; Mrs John for the visitors.
$12.00,
Other COATS for
$0.50, $7.50, $8.50, $9.00, $10.00,
dottee, GO, White Wyandottee, 40; Percy [Morce, Paris, 50; crochet cape, Mrs Ger'Πιο grounds were well policed during
collar and cutfs trimmed with velvet and
A Miilett, South Paris, White Leghorns,
rude Allen, Norway, 25; crochet doily, the fair, but there was litttle actual CHILDREN'S COATS in dark mixtures,
$2.98
braid, fancy buttons, patch pockets,
GO, Brown Legborns, 1; D Β Partridge, Emma Bumpus, Oxford, 10; Mrs I Η work for the policemen to do. It is a
Norway, 1; Boy Bennett, South Paris, 1; ringree, Oxford, 10; Mary M Butters, story that speaks well forUxford County CHILDREN'S COATS in dark Plaids, fancy collar and cuffs of velvet trimmed
$3.98
C Β Penley, South Paris, Blue Andula- 10, 10; Mrs Chas Chick, Norway, 15; that with all the thousands present on
with fancy braids,
siaus, GO; D H Beau, South Paris, White Mary Butters, 10; Mrs C Schnuer, Nor- the three days, not an arrest was made,
$4.50
and cuffs very fancy,
collar
and
brown
in
red,
CHILDREN'S
COATS
NorR
navy,
Estes,
Wyandottee, 60, 1; Guy
n-ay, 25; crochet tidy, Mary M Uuttere, nor was there a disturbance of any kind
Aaron
entire
Buff
fold
Yeaton,
Mrs
C
way,
Orpingtons, 1;
Two or three men, who CHILDREN'S COATS in castor, blue and red Kersey, wide stitched
at any time.
10, 10; Mrs Cbas Chick, 10, 25;
cuffs trimmed
Norway, Games, 40; Bussell Swift, West Schnuer, 50; table mats, Mrs Ε Ε Swett, arc well known to be so constituted as
length of back, trimmed with buttons ar.d braid, collar and
D
Vernon
White
$7.50
1;
H
D
Leghorns,
Mrs
Paris,
Smith, Norway, to get quite groggy on two glasses of
Norway, 50;
with velvet, braid, and brass ornaments, fancy buttons,
Robinson, West Paris, S. C. White Leg- 10, 25; Mrs C Scbnuer, 10; crochet slip- Uno beer, were sent home to take care
horns, 40, S. C. Brown Leghorns, GO, B. pers, idartha Anderson, Norway, 50, 25, of themselves, and that was the extent
Mrs George Β 10; knit slippers, Abbie Swan, South of the matter of intoxication. In what
C. Brown Leghorns, 1.
Stone, West Paris, old geese, 1, youug Paris, 50; baby's bonnet, Martha Ander- other state or county could so clean a
geese, 1.
ion, 50, 25; baby's afghan, Mrs Nancy fair be held?
Committee—A. E. Shurtleff.
Whitman, South Pari?, 50; hand-knit
The first fair of the Oxford County
Drawing uxeo.—uxcn ι ieer, υ id. ana itockings, Sarah Packard, West Paris,
Society was held at NorΒ.
Y.
I
pair ladies' stockings, 25; Sarah Β Agricultural
over, C. S. Hayes, [Oxford, $12;
years ago, in 1842, the
Kussell, West Paris, 8; Moses YouDg, Farnum, 15; Abbie Swan, 1 pair men's way sixty-five
year the society was organized. This
A
S
Mrs
other
and
0
iu.
under
4.
Oxen
7
exhibits,
10;
Hartford,
ft.,
jtockings,
fact was impressed upon the Democrat
Muses Young, 12; Β. Y. Kussell, 8; B. Elall, Buckfield, knit shawl, 25; Mrs Τ Ρ
reminiscences of that fair from two
Oxen 7 ft., Richardson, Norway, knit tea cosy, 10, by
P. Glover, East Sumner, 4.
men who were there, and who were at
2 in. and under, W. Elden Tucker, East :rocbet tea cosy, 10; Mrs J S Wright,
the fair last week, in good health and
Sumner, 10; F. W. Noyes, Norway, 7; South Paris, collection crochet purses,
are Η. K. Hammond of
*3
Oxen 0 ft., 10 in. and 25, sewing companion, 15; Mrs John vigor. They
B. F. Glover, 4.
Paris and W. II. Porter of Norway.
under, F. W. Noyes, 8; J. A. Sturtevant, Lasselle, Norway, undervest, 15; Rose This first fair was held at
the
Norway,
South Paris (J; H. A. Bobbins, Norway, Murphy, South Paris, poet card rack, 10,
exhibits being in the street, because of
4.
Oxen G ft., β iu. and under, D. P. 10; Mrs Ε J Andrews, Norway, knit
course there was no society ground.
Curtis, West Paris, 8; George G. Abbott ihawl, 15; Mrs Martha Anderson, knit The next
year the fair was at Paris Π ill,
& Sons, Norway, 0; C. C. Kussell, Hart- ximotia, 50; Mrs Gertrude Allen, socks,
and for a number of years it circulated
corset
South
East
Gertrude
C*E.
Paris,
4.
Hall,
Turner,
10;
3-year-olds,
ford,
from town to town, until the present
15;
Sumner, 0; D. P. Curtis, West Parle, 4; :over yoke, 15, best display
grounds were purchased, and the society
L. F. Everett, West Paris. 2. 2-year-olds Mrs Sarah Packard, knit gloves, 50.
to have a local habitation and a
Committee—Mrs. E. W. Penley, Mrs. began
B. F. Glover, (J; Ο. E. Turner, 4; C. R.
home. At that first fair, Mr. Hammond
Peuley, South Paris, 2. 1-year-olds, Z. Belle Hapgood.
says, he saw the largest yoke of oxen
W. Mills, Norway, 5; Η. M. Fiske, North
quille, ojJicaua nuu υυιυιυιιοιο—oua that he ever eaw on the
is now
Come in and
grounds. They
Waterford, 3; George G. Abbott ASons, jùiit, Mrs Β C Lowe, East Sumner, $1; belonged to Jacob Bennett
of Norway,
We
see the new
1. Sweepstakes, oxen, C. S. Hayes, Ox- Susan Ρ Kelley, Norway, 75c; Ellen L
and girthed over eight feet. "So you
the new fashlove to
ford, 15; Moses Young, 12; same, 9.
Durgin, South Paris, 50; log cabin quilt, can see we had oxen even in those
Mrs Sarah Packard, West Paris, 75; callions. Our autumn showings
Drawing Horses—Horses In pairs
days," says Mr. Hammond.
Mrs George Bennett,
are very becoming for both
weighing 2800 and under; A. J. & F. L. 50 patchwork quilt,
South Paris, 75; Alice Β Pierce, South
Millett, Norway, $12; pairs weighing
CANAL ZONE.
young and old. These euits
Mrs M A Stone, Norway, 25; HEALTH IN THE
2400 and under: Rufue K. Morrill, Nor- Paris, 50;
The
are most serviceable.
The high wages paid make it a mighty
Mrs Nancy
:alico
comforter,
patchwork
E.
Walter
Penley, Greenwood,
way, 10, 8,
are
fabric from which
South Paris, 50; Mrs Κ Ε temptation to our young artisane to join
Whitman,
under:
Kufus
and
2000
β; paira weighing
woolen quilt, the force of skilled workmen needed to
made has been
K. Morrill, 10, E. D. Millett, Norway 8, Bradbury, Norway, 25;
are
the
Canal.
Panama
Many
South Parie, 75; Martha construct
fashionable
F. W. Noyes, 0; sweepstakes: A. F. Rose A Murphy,
tested.
Cut
Mrs C F Millett, restrained however by the fear of fevers
Jackson, Norway, 15, Albert Klchardson, Anderson, Norway, 50;
skilled
ones—
tailors, sewed
ia
the
and
malaria.
It
drawn rug, Mrs Ε Ρ Sp'jfknowing
Norway,
25;
K.
South
W.
Clifford,
Parie,
Norway, 12,
workmen, elegant in design,
ford, South Paris, 1; Mrs Η Ν Herrick, those who have used Electric Bitters,
9.
Lucke's Mills 75; Mrs R Ε Bradbury, who go there without this fear, well
made and trimmed.
Vegetables and Farm Crops—Best ar- Norway, 50; braided rug, Mrs Albert knowing they are safe from malarious
and
of
Held
assortment
garcrops
ranged
Richardson, Norway, 50; Mrs Flora Max- influence with Electric Bitters on hand.
den vegetables, Hiram Ν Porter, South
biliousness,
im, South Paris, 25; woven rug, Mrs Ε Cures blood poison too,
Paris, $8; Ο Κ Clifford, South Paris, 5; D Packard, West Paris, 75; eilk patch- weakness and all stomach, liver and kidW Η Porter, Norway, 3; display of work
Guaranteed
troubles.
by F. A.
comforter, Sarah Β Farcum, Nor- ney
squaehes not less than 3, Arthur G Dow, way, 1; Mrs Ο Β Li miel I, Norway, 75; Shurtleff «fc Co., druggists. 50 cents.
Men's Suits
South Paris, 1; B F Cummings, Paris, knit
rug, Mrs Nancy Whitman, 25; old50c; Walter S Buck, Norway, 25; best fashioned bedspread, Mary M Butters,
to
Born.
squash, F L Wyman, West Paris, 1; Ο H South Paris, 25; cross-stitch rug, Mrs A
Merrill, Norway, 50; Homer D Tubbs, 0 McCrellis, Norway. 50; knit rug, Mrs
Norway, 25; B F Richards, South Paris, Lucelia Morton, South Paris, 50; Mrs
In Norway, Sept. 11, to the wife of Grover C.
Yatce, a son.
Suits*
unions, 1 ; A Ε Morse, South Pari·, cit- Sarah Packard,
25, silk rug, 25.
In Bethel, Sept. 15, to the wife of L. A. SumCopyright 1907
ron, 1, colery, 1; B F Richards, caulia ion.
ner,
10The Houtt of Kupp«ah*0DM
Needlework—Plain
sewing by
flower, 25; R D Gould, Norway, pumpIn Kezar Falls, Sept. 4, to the wife of Elwood
to
ChicMo
Frances
old
Bartlett,
Norway,
girl,
E. Elliott, a son.
kins, 1, citrons, 50; F W Lee, Norway, pears
In Mexico, Sept. 18, to the wife of Michael
beets, 1; B F Cummings, pumpkins, 25, 25c, hand sewing, Mrs Lester Ashton, Conway,
a daughter.
to
Coats
ti Downing, Norway,
watermelons, 1, muskmelons, 1, toma- Norway, 50; Mrs 0
In Mexico, Sept. 15, to the wife of Fred Duley,
underwear sot, Mrs Julia Bennett, a eon.
toes, 1, beets, 25, turnips, 25; C Wood- 25;
Mrs L Cushiflan, Norway,
ALSO A LARGE LINE OF FURNISHINGS
sum, Norway, pumpkins, 50, cauliflower, Norway, 75,
art embroidery, Mrs Geo W Locke,
1; FA Parlin, South Paris, beets, 60, SO;
Married.
Mrs
Emma
FOR FALL AND WINTER.
SUITABLE
carrots, 1, turnips, 1; Fannie A Forbes, Norway, centerpiece, 50;
Ρ
South Paris, tomatoes, 50; W H Tucker, Swan, Norway, doily, 25; Mrs Η
Buckfleld, turnips, 50; Walter S Buck, Sawyer, Norway, towels, 15; embroidery
Furnisher,
50;
cauliflower, 50; seed corn 12 rowed, C C by girl, Mary Ball, Buckfield, doily, Bat*
Dearborn, South Paris, 1; B F Cum- Marguerite Starbird, Oxford, 35;
Pierce, Paris, handker31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
mings, 75; 8-rowed, A Ε Morse, 1; Chae tenburg, Mary
Mrs EmmaC Bumpus, Oxford,
Richardson, West Paris, 75; popcorn by chief, 75;
L
Telephone 106*3.
cut work, Mrs W
Farrar,
boy 15 or less, Frank Buck, Norway, 1; collar, 50;
ehadow
Died.
Robert F Parlin, South Paris, 75; Ralph South Paris, table cover, 60;
x3
Mrs Lester Ashton, 75; Mrs
Andrews, South Paris, 50; potatoes, Har- embroidery,
Fannie
M.
ElIn
Miss
Arabella
John
Andover, Sept. 19,
Lasselle, Norway, 50;
ry Dudley, Buckfleld, 1; W H Tucker,
beidermaier em- liott.
60; specimen potatoes, W H Tucker, 1; Frost, Norway, 25;
In Bum ford Falls, Sept. 16, Grégoire Lege re,
emEmma
50;
broideru,
Swan,
eyelet
Chae Richardson, 50; beat specimen poaged about 48 years.
Ρ Kelley, 50; Mrs Geo
In Lewiston, Sept. 10, Mrs. David Richards of
tatoes, B F Cummings, 50; F A Parlin, broidery,-Susan
~
Andover.
Mrs
A
C
Hall,
25;
Locke,
Norway,
M
F
1; F Ρ Morrill, Norway, 25; seeds,
In Gllead, Sept. 17, Solon A. Coffin, aged 70
Mrs Ε W
South
Paris,
15;
Hardanger,
H
S
South
Edwards,
Kilgore,
Paris, 3;
years.
In Cohaaeet, Mass., Sept. 17, Or. Charles B.
Pierce, South Paris, doily, 50; MountNorway Lake, 2.
formerly of Buckfleld, aged 68 years.
meliick, Mrs G W Locke, centerpiece, Brldgham,
In Kezar Falls, Sept. 11, Evatlna, wife of John
Grange Exhibit—Bear Mt. Grange, 50; Mrs L Cushman, 25; Mary Pierce,
65 yean.
Young,
aged
South Waterford, $75; Paris Grange,
Indian bead work, Mrs Ο A Maxim,
Loaf wheat bread with recipe—Hattie
Dean, South Paris, $1 ; Mrs. C Η Downing, Norway, 60; Mrs. D A Watson, Norway, 26; wheat bread, 16 year-old girl or
less, Marion Smith, Norway, 1; Ida Dean
South Paris, 60; Marion Haskell, NorBrown bread, Hattie Dean,
way, 26.
South Paris, 1; Mh. C Η Downing, Norway, 40; Abble Swan, South Paris, 25.
Brown bread mado by 15 year old girl,
Eflie C Watson, Norway, 1 Ida Dean,
South Parle, 50.
Committee—J Hastings Bean, Mrs.
Cora S Briggs.
Canned Goods, etc.—Mrs Ε Ε Andrews, Norway, 13; Mrs Τ Ρ Richardson,
Norway, 2; Mrs L L Powers, South Paris, 6; maple sugar, Mrs Ο Β Upton,

prices

quality

Just

Cheaper

satisfactory

$10.00 up to $18.00
$ 7.50 up to $15.00

Rain Coats

Top Goats

F. H. NOYES GO.

Sale of Plush Robes

Special
Single

Norway.

(2 Stores,)

Paris,

Robes,

plain

$1.50,1.65,1.75,
$3.00
fancy,

JAMES N. FAVOR, SraSRes°sfstthoerI,ucker

Suits and Coats.

Last season was our most successful in the history of this department. This season we have
planned and prepared, far more
magnificently than ever before,
with a more elaborate showing
than ever. We cannot say on
paper what ought to be said of
our SUITS and COATS.

THOMAS SMILEY,
Norway, Maine.

FALL AND WINTER

Clothing

kni^ace,

Thoroughbred Ayrshire*—Bull 2 years
old and upward, W H & G H Dunn, NorTime—2.291; 2.271; 2.271.
way, |8; Β M Greeley, West Parle, 6;
2.27 Class, Trot and Pace, Purse ·200.
1
1
1 Ayrshire bull calf, C S Hayes, Oxford,
Dr. Ide, ba, M. J. Fo*s
3
2
3
Islander,ch s, I. M. Richardson.
3; cow four years old or over, W H & G
3
2
The Coinmodore^h g. Z. W. Morse..6
H Dunn, β, 4; Albert Ο Wheeler, South
Prince Henry Westland. b g, Geo.
5 Parle, 2; heifer 3 years, W H & G H
6
3
8. Record
4 Dunn, δ, 3; heifer 2 years, same,
6
Joe Wheeler, ch s, Fred TibbetU....4
8;
6
4
Donald Boone, blk g, James Pledge..δ
heifer 1 year, 3, 2; Β M Greeley, West
Time—2.26} ; 2.27; 8.27.
Paris, 1; heifer calf, WHAOB Dunn,
Free For AU, Trot and Pace, Purse 9250.
3; Β M Greeley, 2; W H A G H Dunn, 1.
1
1
1
Lou Foster, br m. R. D. Waltt
3
2
3
Grade Aryehlree—Milch cow 4 yeare
J. W. E. blk g, C. Hanson
4
3
4
Salimas, b g, E. F. Brown
old or over, W H & G H Dunn, Norway,
4
3
Ravenna Wilkes, b m, I. R. Morrill.3
|6; Almon Churchill, South Parle, 3; W
Time—2.18; 1.19; 2.16.
H & G H Dunn, 2; heifer 2 yeare, W H &
THE ANNUAL MEETING.
G H Dunn, 3; hefier calf, H A Robins,
The annual meeting of the Oxford Norway, 3.
Committee—V. P. DeCoeter, H. C.
County Agricultural Society was called
to order promptly at 1 o'clock Thursday Black.
the
in
William
J.
President
Wheeler,
by
Thoroughbred Devone and Sussex—
15;
society'· meeting room.
Devon bull 1 year old, Adney R Tuell, South Paris, 70.
Paris, 50; Mrs Frank Maxim, South ParAa one of the first matters of business, North Paria,
Committee—R. E. Gould, Mra. Emily is, 25; drawn work, Annette Bennett,
$6; heifer, 1 year, 8.
President Wheeler stated that there was
J. Felt, B. F. W. Thorpe.
Norway, shirt waist, 50; Rose A Murphy,
Grade Devone and Sueeex—Devon
a piece of land owned by the society,
South Paris, 25. Gertrude Hall, South
milch cow 4 yeare old or over, Charlee
Implements—Swivel
plow
in
tbe
Agricultural
outside
the
from
whlob,
fence,
,
Parle $2; Ο Κ Paris, doily, 15; jewel work, Mrs Cimilos
judgment of the trustees, it was time to iRlchardeon, .West Yarie, $5; Almon Cumminga Mfg Co, South
brash holder, 50; tatted
cut the timber to save loss, and he sng- Churchill, Sooth Pari·, 2; heifer, 3 year·, Clifford, 1; best land plow, Cumminga Allen, Norway,
Adney R Tuell, North Pari·, 3; Charlee Mfg Co, 2; 1; sulky plow A W Walker work, Mr· Gertrude Allen, Norway,
g es ted some action by the soolety.

I

handkerchief, 60; dolly, Annette Ben·
nett, 25; Mr· Walter SUrblrd, Norway,
16; Emma Swan, 10; centerpiece, Emma
Swan, 60; Mrs H Walter Starbird, 26;
Mrs Ε W Pierce, 16; table cover, Gertrude Ball, 60; Mary Pierce, 26; bureau
scarf, Mrs L Ouabman, 60: fancy pillow,
Mildred Scrlbuer, Norway, 76; Alice
Abbott, 60; Emma Swan, SI; Mra M L
Kimball, Norway, 26; Ruby Betbell,
Norway, 16; pincushion, Mr* Lester
Ash ton, 50; Mary Pierce, 25; Mary M
Butters, South Paria, 15; handkerchief,
Gertrude Hall. 60; Marguerite Swan,
Norway, 25; Mrs Jamea Danfortb, Norway, 15; apron, Mrs C H Downing, 60;
Mabel Millett, South Paria, 2Sft Helen
If not you will miss something by not examinBangs, Norway, 15; pillow slip, Abbie
lot. If you need a new suit this Fall we
the
ing
Swan, South Paria, 50; infant's dresa,
Mra C H Downing; other exhibit·, Mrs want to supply you with it and are in a position to

ready.

display

goods.

by

they
thoroughly

by

tastily

Prices Moderate.
$18.00.

$5.00

Boys'

$1.50

Rain

J.

iSSSSWMsKSM*

$5.50.

$10.00

$15.00.

F. PLUMMER,

We bad at oar Portland office during the last two weeks of July twenty
call· for competent office help, and could supply only six, owing to the fact that
Anyone having rooms to let dur- our graduate· are all
I· better proof of the value of our course of atady
ing the term of court which begins ; needed? 8end for ourplaced.
32-44
48 page 1007 catalog.
at
NOTICE.

Oct. 8,
Hotel

please notify

Mrs. Shaw

Andrews, South Paris, Me.

I

President.

Send Your Work to

Wayside Laundry,
Hebron, Maine.

EDWARD C. BEAN,

Family Washings a Specialty.
NOTICE·

Brownflel·!, Maine, August J6, 1907.

All persons are hereby forbidden trusting
anyone on my account without a written order,
ordera* 1 «hall par no bills after date unless so
TRASK A.GREY
ed.

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents
DC«IQNS
Copying ht· Ac.

de^pUonmg
whether u

a sketch and
oar opiniou ft··

S52So?SïSS^
strictly conSdentlal. HANDBOOK ooPatenta
tions
sent free. Oldest agency

for

securtng

patenta.
reoeiTS

piinu ukw through Munn * Ck
^cui notice, without charge. In the

ScKntific flitRrtcan.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest e»rcalatlon of any sclentiflc lournaL Terms. Ma
newsdealers.
year ; four months, II. Sold by all

riillinery Store
For Sale.

I otter at
of

a

bargain

ray

new

stock

milliner)-, fancy goods, dolls, toys,

etc., store furniture and fixtures, together with my good will in a well
established business, as I am retiring
from commercial life.

rirs. L. K. Murch,

36-39

MAINE.

BUCKFIELD,

For Sale.
Victoria 30-light acetylene gas
machine. Used only a few months,
and in first-class condition.
C. GUY BUCK, South Paris.

For Sale.

boiler and
5 Horse power upright
in good condition.

engine,

where esteemed highly. It is, however,
more than a veterinary department Dr.
C. D. Smead, who has had charge of it
for more than five years, every week anvery many questions in regard to
the
every variety of livestock known on
American farm, not alone prescribing
medicine and treatment, but telling how

First-class work done.

Anyone sending
aacertiiQ

of a correct opinion, then what is known
as its Veterinary Department is every-

swers

MANAGER.

aaioklT

THE CARE OF LIVESTOCK.
If the testimony of great numbers of
the reader* of Toe New-York Tribune
Farmer is a fair basis for the formation

H. W. TAPLEY,
South Paris, Me.

the diseases might have been prevented,
and laying down specific rules for feed
and care in health, in sickness and in

Every

convalescence.

livestock—good

some
scarce.

farmer

Many people enjojr good

are

Headaches
Nervousness

Neuralgia

Indigestion

troubles.

RICHARDS,

S.

-

Oxfords

IN

Patent Colt, Vici Kid,
Gun Metal, Valour and
Russet Calf,

$4.00, 3.50,

3.00,2.50,2.25,2.00.
Full Line of Bare Foot
Sandals for Children.

W. 0.

Frothingham,

South Paris.

For Rent.
A nice, clean little tenement.
A. D. PARK.

..ÎS&,

■:-Jâ
><·

V

Jte.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Clcsnm sod VautifUs the hair.
ptacnotM s laiuxiant growth.
N<nr Falls to Bestore Oray
Hair to Its Youthful Color.
Cun· «alp iIImk. a hair tilling
jDc.m·! I'. Wat DroqiO

ALMOST
AS

GOOD
AS
A

DAILY

NEWSPAPER.

South Paris, Maine.
25tf

FOR SALE.

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,
SOl'TH PARIS, MAINE.

Journey.

my hope that you may live
farmer and our dumb friends for many
years to come."
The regular price of the New-York
Tribune Farmer is One Dollar a year,
but we will send it with The Oxford
Democrat, both papers one year for

10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which Umc the
iald creditors may attend, prove their clalui*,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may properly
conte before said meeting.
South Paris, Sept. 16, 1907.
WALTKR L. Ο RAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

and many other disorders
are directly traced to eye

No. 241*—A

to express
to serve the

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
HENRY A. NILES,
[ In Bankruptcy,
of Kumford, Bankrupt. )
To the creditor# of Henry A. Nlles, In the
County of Oxford and >U*trlct aforesaid:
Notice le hereby given that on the 14th day ol
Mies
September, A. D. Iy07, the said Henry A.
wan duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
tlret meeting of his creditor· will be held at the
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
I'arls, on the 5th day of October. Α. I». 1907, at

not conscious.

year.
2. Add repose and a form of water
and get to curb.

waiter of the present age, and

June 17, 1907

vision but have eye imperfections of which they

No. 240.—Addition·.
1. Add a body of salt -water and the
relationship In which a boy stands to
his parents and get a division of the

through The New-York Tribune Farmer,
and to say that I regard you as the most
able, practical and
thoroughly safe

Men's

2 1-2 story dwelling-bouse, pleasantly
located in the village of West Paris.
Consists of nine rooms and bath-room,
shed and stable. About 3-4 acre of land,
The buildwith apple and pear trees.
ings are situated high from the street,
with
vines,
with broad piazza shaded
A spring of
commanding a fine view.
These buildon premises.
water
pure
ings are well and prettily furnished and
the owner would be glad to sell the
furnishings with the
furniture and
house. This is a great bargain and will
be sold on reasonable terms. Call on 01
address, W. J. Wheeler, South Paris,
Maine.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

as
metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost
eood as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings It to your door three times every week. and
Fridays,
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays
and contains all the most important news of The Daily

ie a

Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
nol
If you live in the village or on a farm and have
toucb
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, but you can secure it with
The Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper,

You will see In this picture a boy
and his sinter. They are starting on a
Journey, and to mystify people the boy
has printed their names wrong on their
The boy's name Is
suit cases.
They are goThe girl's name Is
The
to visit their
ing to the
bpy Is fond of sport. He likes best to
—.
By searching the picture the appropriate answers can be found.—New
York Tribune.

No. 242.—Double Acroatic.

My primais

great general,

a

No. 243.—Hidden Animals and Insects.
Fill blauks with the names of animals or insects.
low
I sat upon a
laughed to see me so.
And the
tree above my head
The
—

Once held

said.

so eome one

an

They saw Mm there. In leaves quite hid.
All screamed, at least my
A circus that had passed that way
the owner. 1 should say.
Might
v.as hap;.y on that day.
One
l;n<l gone out to play,
who
The boy
and hall In great delight.
With
He was not scared a single
shy as a
They found the
that's born.
Though sly us any
He got away from all at last.
and
a
quite as fast
Sped like
out his place,
And none could
Nor find of him η single trace.

5mi a 1 mm ——r b kwk W

m* ι»

Jm

sookry

Ur

S. P. MAXIM & SON, Agents. South Paris, He.

PIANOS.

Pot the visitor was softly using
words which to O'Brien's dull ears
sounded very like a string of curses.
Recipes.
"I'm sorry," growled the other with
an effort. "I've been to Africa, an' I
OMELET SOUBISB.
get such a spasm now-an' then In my
Melt one and one-half tables poo na but- liver that I can hardly stand."
ter and add one medium sized onion
"That's no way to cure yourself—
finely chopped, and cook, stirring con- profanln' the name of the Almighty,"
stantly until light brown in color; then cried O'Brien.
add two tablespoons flour and stir until
But
I'm sorry, I tell you.
"No.
well blended, and pour on gradually
this
about
boy"—
rich
while stirring constantly one cup
"There's no more to see now, If ye
milk. Bring to the boiling point
and let cook three minutes. Beat four plaze. That's the way out."
O'Brien was deeply offended by the
eggs slightly, just enough to blend the
yolks and whites, and add four table- language used beneath a roof hallowed
The
spoons milk, one-balf teaspoon salt, and by the name of Mary Anson.
one-eighth teaspoon pepper. Put two sightseer had to go, and quickly. Antablespoons butter in hot omelet pan; other commissionnaire, who was obwhen melted, turn in the egg mixture;
serving them from η distance, came np
as it cooks prick and pick up with a
asked O'Brien what the stranger
fork until the whole is of a creamy con- and
sistency. Plaœ on hotter part of range was talking about.
"Ye uivver heard slch a blaggard,"
that it may brown quickly underneath.
Fold, and turn on a hot platter, cover said the old man indignantly. "I was
with the onion sauce, and sprinkle with in the middle of tellin' him about Mr.
one-third cup grated Parmesan cheese. Philip, when ho began to curse like
Let stand in a hot oven until cheese haa ould Nick himself."
melted, and garnish with a sprig of
In the Mile End road the rawboned
parsley.
person who betrayed such excitement
COBN CHOWDEB.
found the policeman awaiting him.
Cut a one and one-balf inch cube fat Iîe
sprang on to a 'bus and purposely
salt pork in small pieces and try out;
glared at the officer in a way to attract
add one onioo, thinly sliced, and cook
his attention. When at a safe disthree miautes, stirring frequently that
his fingers to his nose.
onion may not burn, then strain fat into tance he jirt
a saucepan.
Wash, pare, aod cut medi- The constable smiled.
"I knew I was right," he said. "I
um sized
potatoes in one-fourth-inch
slices; there should be four cupe. Par- don't need to look twice at that sort
boil five minutes in boiling salted water, of customer."
And he entered the Mary Anson
drain, and add potatoes to fat; then add
two cups boiling water. Cook until po- home again to ask the porter what had
tatoes are soft, add one can corn and
taken place.
four cups scalded milk. Season with
It was an easy matter for Jocky
salt and pepper, add four tablespoons
Mason, released from Portland prison
butter, and eight common crackers, split on ticket of
leave, after serving the
and soaked in oold milk to soften. Remajor portion of a sentence of fourmove crackers, turn chowder into a
teen years' penal servitude—the man
tureen, and put crackers on top.
he assaulted had died, and the exSALT
CODFISH SOUFFLE.

Cook together in boiling salted water, convict narrowly escaped Iwlng hanged
the salient facts of Philone cup shredded codfish and two cups —to ascertain
potatoes cut in eighths, until the pota- ip Anson's later career.
It was known to most mon. Ile was
Drain thoroughly, mash,
toes are soft.
and beat until very light. Melt three biopraphed briefly In "Who's Who"
tablespoons butter and add one shallot and had often supplied material for a
finely chopped and one teaspoon finely column of gossip in the newspapers.
chopped parsley; add four tablespoons Every free library held books containthen

flour and stir until well blended,
pour on gradually, while stirring constantly, one cup chicken stock. Add
fish and potatoes and season with salt,
pepper, paprika, and one teaspoon WorAdd the yolks of
cestershire sauce.
three eggs beaten until thick and lemon
colored, and the whites of three eggs
beaten until stiff and dry. Pour into a
buttered baking dish and bake until firm
to the touch.

oysters. Put in a drippingpan, sprinkle with salt and pepper, and

three

raw

dot over with butter. Bake in a hot
oven until oysters are plump and garnish
with parsley.
LA FBASCATI.

A

COQUILLE
Melt two and one-half tablespoons butter, add three tablespoons butter and
stir until well blended, then pour on
gradually, while stirring constantly, one
cup of milk. Add one cup cold cooked
chicken, cut in email cubes, and onehalf cup cold cooked ham, cut in small
cubes. Fill buttered shells with mixture, cover with buttered cracker crumbs
and bake until crumbs are brown.
BABEBIT.

UEAK

—

Melt two tablespoons butter and add
three-fourths teaspoon salt, one-eighth
teaspoon paprika, one cup cold mashed
Boston baked beans, and one-half cup of
No. 244.—Transposition.
milk or cream. Stir until thoroughly
1. Transpose a point and have a hole.
blended and heated, then add one-naif
2. Transpose a long winged aquatic
As soon as
cup grated mild cheese.
fowl and have tear.
cheese has melted pour over pieces of
toasted bread. An excellent recipe for
No. 245.—Beheadings.
using a small quantity of left over bak1. Behead part of a plant and have ed beans.
—

conversation.
2. Behead spotted and have

a

TOMATO

fruit.

The Spoke and the Tire.
"When I was ut Harvard," said Dr.
William P. Anderson of New York in
concluding a brief address, "the boys
had a little epigram with which they
used to warn speakers not to be too
It compared a speech to a

CKKAM

IV AUX.

snt«5SS3
«nda
Put in top of doub β boiler, ana
»Hd one-half cup rïcb milk or cream,
to o' teamed bread .epa-

niî »1
.«1 -h»
'Γ..»c,
l'our
disb.

prolix.
wheel. 'You know, professor,' they serving
saooe
would say. 'the longer the spoke the overall. Scrambled eggs may be poured over tbis toast with mot* satisfactory
greater the tire.' "—Exchange.
Quantity, Not Quality.
Church—What do you think of your
sister's voico since slw> took music lessons?
Gotham—It's no better. There seems
to he more of it.—Yonkers Statesman.

remaining

results.—Ex.

SUlllMI*

WIGGLES.

half cup of boiled rice, add one
Of
cut I» >m»n piece», on»|,„1I cup
Onp

™

ïirlmp»

»<^.ΤΓ.Κ'Ρ°Ρ°Γ.
o^ UbleslSSc on,on
^^«..r
juice.

"M

CHILI

Key to the Puzzler.

SAUCE.

Twelve large ripe tomatoes, peeled and
No. 231.—Double Acrostic: Initials
one large red pepper,
and finals, Lowell. 1. Lake. 2. Opal. ebopp
ooe

à

floe"tUre. onions

3. Wool.
No. 232—A

Numbers:

In

Tuzzle

C-O-L-D.

233.
Changed Finale: Kusb,
sharer
ruse; tea, ten; jmup. pool; sharp,
policy, police; oven, over; octave, octavo; plow, plot; moly. mole; stntue.
No.

cboppjd

c°p
chopped fioe,
salt, three cups
Put »U together aod

.tw0 tab espoons

•.Κ vTnegar.

boil two hours.

—

status; snga, sage; coroner, coronet.
No. 234.—Jack and Jill:
Jack and Jill went up the hill.
And Jill

way cross

and snappy;

"Come. com^. my dear," quoth Jack to Jill
"Keep cool, and you'll bo happy."
No. 235.—Harvest Scene: Thrashing.
No. 230.—Intersecting Word:
7.

5.

3.

srs·

aod^atlr constantly

Ε

R

Ε

ι

Three pounds

2.

ΑΤΕ
C

L

S

Ε

Β

&

β.

4.

No. 237.—Crossword Enigma; Neces

•ity.

crackers rolled tine three

238.—Double Beheadings and
I'urtalllngs: 1. Wli-ere-at, what, ere. 2.
En-gag-es, seen, gag. 8. Me-aude-rs,
Edna. dean.
No. 231).—A Menagerie: 1. Buffalo. 2.
Lyons. 3. Wolf. 4. Bear.

When two of them, taste and smell,
having been impaired if not utterly destroyed, by Nasal Catarrh, are fully restored by Ely's Cream Balm, can you
doubt that this remedy deserves all that
has been said of it by the thousands
whom It bu cured? It is applied directly to the affected air-passages and begins
its healing work at onoe. Why not get
it to-day? All druggists or mailed by
Ely Bros., 5(5 Warren Street, New York,
on receipt of 50 cents.
Romance.

epgs,

«o~

left-oveb meat.

Cook two onions and two tomatoes

m

Κ "Taeol j£S*Lra-itSS
in a little warm water,
minutes, then add

u>o*

one^and one-halUu^
it remain
the flr®
p°iece8°reLet
UDt^1
but not
Ke meat is thoroughly
on

cooked.

re-

warm

Salt and pepper to taste.

No.

A Runabout

chopped beef, (round

lv

>

Nice

rkiL^ts.^œtt',.pggd
fou®;
·Α
afob

Ν

until it bolls.

DEKK LOAF.

PAT
π

»m

sary.

ε

τ

One well beaten egg, one
BiiPar Bame of mustard, (mixed togetb

KM? boureToMoo'ger H

BBS
κ

mustard relish.

for cold meats.

CAN YOU BELIEVE YOUR SENSES?

Thî above illustration is from a photograph of the Plant Industry Bnikîis located in the
ir·». I*. S. Deyxirtn*nt of Agriculture, Waahiagtoa, D. C. It
hrurt of the citv and is covered with Paroid Koohng. The Government al<o
It uses Paroid because it
etc.
um-i Pa»oid for st.i!»!<·*, barracks, warehouses,
fiuds iu>thi.-i< its c-oual.
Paroid is the id*al roofing for barns, etabU-*, sheds, poultrv houses, warefor rooting or siding. It is perboost's, outlmildings, etc. Fquallv vaJu.ihle
cinder proof, light slate color,
manent in character, is eaavto lay, is spark and
does not run in summer
contains no tar, doe· not crack and
What is food for the Government m iH be good for you. Write for free sample
of Paroid and tee what it is. Also ask tor booklet and name of nearest dealer.

Address:

3. A talking bird. 4. A special duty.
5. One having authority to direct. G.
OSTEBVILLE OYSTEBS.
Tart of the substance of a tooth. 7.
Cut brown bread (which has been
A book composed of sheets, each of steamed in one pound baking powder
Cover
which is folded Into eight leaves. 8. tins) in thin slices and toast.
The representative of the pope at a each piece with a circular thin slice of
cold boiled bam, and arrange on each
foreign court.

Bi Papers One Year lor $2.25.
YORK TRI-WEEKLY
bring you a free sample copy.

name

and my flnuls naine a great battle that
he fought.
Crosswords (of equal length): 1. Of
limited scope. 2. A country of Asia.

1. Τ

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEW·
TRIBUNE. New-York City, will

solicited.

Editor Honnuim1
Colour, Oxford Democrat, South Paria, Me.
la

Each inquirer is fully answered, but
Dr. Smead goes far beyond this; be believes that any information wbioh one
intelligent farmer needs is also needed
by hundreds and thousands of others,
and he often so broadens his answer as
to make it a complete essay on the subject discussed. A year or two ago Mr.
B. Walker McKeen, of Fryeburg, Me.,
said in a meeting of farmers that a valuable horse had been attacked with a dishad known nothing
eau» of which he
until he had recently read of it in The
New-York Tribune Farmer; what Dr.
Smead had taught him enabled him to
Another farmer arose
save hie horse.
and said he bad had a similar experience.
Five or six hundred dollars saved in one
C. C.
town by one copy of the paper!
Waller, M. D., of North Troy, Vt., writes
to Dr. Smead, under date of April 23:
"I desire to express my gratitude to you

#2.00.

OKAHAM

OEMS.

Two cups sweet milk, two cup· of
graham flour, two large «poonfuta flour,
IZ teaspoonful sugar «· ·«·
teaepoonfuls of cream of 1£r
"ù Bake
salt.
spoonful of soda, a little
quickly.
lemon fie.

Juice of one lemon, 1 cup sugar, yolks
of two eggs, two table·pooni flour, onei half teaspoon butter, a little
«au, οβ»*

together thoroughly, add one C»P
boll until It thUkens. Beat whites oi
to stiff froth for top of pie and
brown In oven.

legg·

COFFEE

CAEE.

One auart of flour, one coffee cup
a little salt, l*nl dxe of an egg.

Lugïr

SKi?4 Boû'™ι"λ" Ilk.Mtr

«U·

«Μ-»®

"Hear about Biakley?"
like jelly ctkt.
"Nope. What about him?"
"Well, yesterday he left his runabout
SCALLOPED TOMATOES.
ia front of his office and was gone for
S-mo one quart of tomatoes with om
half an hour. When he came back what
o! «alv oo.
ol
do you suppose be found?"
nenoer half a enp of
"His car was gone?"
sugar and a few
"No. The car was there all right,
and ia the seat was a stunning young

W^Slul

«It^pooo

woman.
"I see.

She made a mistake and took
Binkley's oar for some one else's."
"No, she didn't."
"Well, Binkley isn't a romantic fellow. may be need In layer·, alternating with
crumb· and seasoning.
What did he do? Tell her to get out?"
"Not a bit of it He jumped in, pullThe Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano,
PIQ8 IS BLANKETS.
ad the throttle open and took bar home
as low
are all ft rat class, high grade instrumenta, and are told for
Season large oyster· with salt and pepwith him."
thin .lice· of tot bacon :
Also I have
"Gracious! What did Mrs. Binkley oer
money as they can be sold for the quality of the instrument.
each oyster In a slice of bacon, and
Prices say?"
several medium grade pianos. A large stock always on hand.
a wooden skewer.
Put in*
"She said: "That was a delightful
low, terras easy. Send for catalogue and we will try and interest you in ride and I'll call for yon again to-morrow, hot omelet pan, and cook just long
to
the
crisp
bacon.
Serve
on
enough
dear."—Plain Dealer.
that are ou the market.
beat

just

the

pianos

W. J*. Wheeler db Co.,

(Continued from flnt pace·)

Correspondence on topics of interest to the ladle·

are

FOR §ALE.

Eye Troubles

The

keeps

veterinarians

One Concord wagon in good condition,
one two-boree McCormick mowing machine, a Champion horse-rake, second
hand driving harness, a lever butterworker, and a Blanchard churn. For further particulars inquire of
A. J. PENLEY,

Symptoms of

HOMBMAKBBS' COLUMN. THE ΠΝ0 OF DIAMONDS.

cït tïy
!mip
JSSnwith

ing

dlffarenov.

between towels.

* Smith wrote to me

old

Ί know them—nn
firm of solicitor*"

established

"Well, they urged me to give them
auooiotQH'ut on α private mutter,
and I did sa They began by trying to
an

cross examine me, but that was an
abject failure. Seeing that whatever
they had to suy must stand on its own
legs, they tokl me an extraordinary
story. It appears that at a place called
the Hall, Heltham, Devon, lives an
baronet named Sir Philip Mor-

elderly

"It is very serious. The real Philip
Morland is my uncle."
"Do you mean to say that you learned thin fact for the first time today
from Sharpe & Smith?"
Philip laughed. By this time they
were seated ut the table, and their tulk
depended to α certain extent on the
comings and goings of servunts. At α
dinner en famille, the presence of a

ponderous butler and solemn luckeys
was dispensed with.
"Oh, you lawyers!" he cried. "That's
a nice sort of leading question. But.

marvelous as it may seen to you, I
must answer 'Yes.' My mother's maidlier brother
en nume was Morland.
was much older than she, and it appears tiie dear woman married to
please herself, thereby mortally offend-

ing the baronet."
"Why the 'offeuse?'

"

"Because my father's social position
was not equal to that of the aristocratic Morlands. Moreover, lier brother
had an accident in his youth which
rendered him Irritable and morose.
From beiug a pleasant sort of man—
which, indeed, he must have been did
he share aught of my mother's naturehe grew luto a misanthrope and Rave
his life to the classification of Exraoor
beetles. He treated my mother very
so vilely thut evcu she, dear

badly,
^HIIB

UJC

anu

xo

l'uuumi

engineers
accountants
Its various departments, while be kept
up au active supervision of the whole
until Philip quitted his university and
was old enough to begin to bear borne
portion of the burden.
They agreed to differ on this important question.
Philip was fond of
travel aud adventure. With great difficulty his "guardian" kept him out of
the army, but compromised the matter
by allowing the young millionaire to
roam about the odd corners xif the
world in his yacht for eight mouths of
the year, provided, he sj»eut four
months of the season in London aud
Sussex attending to affairs.
In this month of April he was living
in his tjwn hi»u.;e. Iu July he would
go to Fairfax Hall, in August to Scotland and a month later would joyfully
fly to the Forth, where the Sea Maiden
awaited him.
Ibis ladv, whose waist measured
eighteen feet across and whose lengiù
was seventy feet, with a tine spread
cf canvas n*rl auxiliary steam, was the
only sl:*en able to charm hliu.
IIo wa3 t:· !1 now and strongly built,
with something cf the naval o.'ûcer in
his handsome, resolute free a».l well
set up ligure. As a hobby be had tak-

en out a master mariner's certificate,
and be could navigate bis own ship in
the teeth of an Atlantic gale. He loved
to Ecrrcund himself with friends. mostly Oxforl iren of h!< year, but he selladies, either on lxiard
dom entert
the Sea Mr. Men or In either of his two

fine mansions.
lie avoided society In Its general acceptance. refused all overtures to mix
In politic", took a keen delight in using
hb gre: t w.v.lth ti alleviate distress
nnon.vi onsl/ and came! a ù erved
reputation ,)S a bear" among tl:e few

match making mammas who managed
to make his acquiiintance.
In other respects as the boy was so
(vas the man—the same downright
character, the same steadfast devotiou
tj his mother's memory, the same relentless adherence to a course already
deckled on i;nd the same whole hearted
reciprocity of friendship.
As he stood In his drawing room before dinner t*n the evening of the day
Jocky Mason revisited the locality, If
not the surroundings, of his capture
Puilips strong face wore an unwonted
expression of annoyance. He walked
to aud fro from end to eud of the beautiful room, pausing each time he reached the window to gaze out over the

park.

A servant, who entered for the purpom· of turning on the electric llghts
and lowerlug the blinds, was bidden almost Impatiently to wait until Philip
and his guests were at dinner.
A telegram came. Anson opened It
and read:

Waa dreaaln* to come to your place
when GralnKrr teit-frraphed for m· to act
au I. ml nit υ
Lincoln quarter aeaaiona.
«s
FOX.
Must go down at once.

"So answer," be aaid, adding to him-

self:
lliat a better. Fox't caustic humor
would have worried me tonight. I wiah
Abingdon would come. I am eager to
tell him what baa happened."
Now. punctuality waa one of Mr.
Abingdon's many virtues. At half paat
7 to the tick his brougham deposited
him at the door.
The two met with a cordial greeting
that showed the close tie· of mutual
good fellowship and respect which
bound them together.
"Fox won't be here." aald Philip,
"fîntiiiuer baa broken down—111 health,
I suppoee—and wired for him to ro to

Lincoln."
"Ah, that's a lift for Fox. He la a
clever fellow, and If he mauages to
tell the Jury a Joke or two be will In-

fluence a verdict as unfairly a* any
man I know."
"Does it not aeem to yon to be rather an anomaly that Justice, which Id
the abstract Is Impeccable, too often
depends on other Issues which have no
possible bearing on the mérita of the
dispute Itself?"
"My dear boy. that defect will continue until the crack of doom. Pascal
laid It bare In an epigram, 'It all de-

a

Li.dJy bcuj

oa

the

\

Headache Remedy

··

AND

South Brewer, Me., 1906.
"I have been troubled with a severe
headache for the past year, and have
found relief by using the 'L. P.' medicine, and have kept it in the house a»
a regular medicine since."
Yours truly,
Nellie Vanadestine.

wa?"

"I do uot know. I forgot to ask."
"I have a wide experience of the
Jeunesse d-.ree of Lon.lou. Ifcrdly à
week passed during many years of my
life that oue of hi* tyjie did not
pear before me lu the dock. What is

The

me

•oui, during her married life held

no

further communication with lilin and
never mentioned him to me by name.
Now, one day 011 Exmoor he fonnd a
lady who also was devoted to beetle·*—
at least she knew all that the Encyclopaedia Britannica could teach her. She
was u poor but handsome widow."

"Ah!"

"It is

delightful

to

talk with you.

IP· lifted it on tô a couch
and took a key from a drawer In the
safe.
"This Is one of my treasures which
with a
you have never seen," he said,
sorrowful smile. "It has not been In

portmanteau.

Your monosyllables help
Sir Hiilip marthe narrative along.
She brought him a
ried the widow.
son, aged live. There were ho clilldrcL
bom of my uncle's marriag*."
"ΟΙι!"
"When poverty overtook ray dear one
she so far obliterated a cruel memory
as to ap;»enl, not once, but many time*»,
to the human co'.ejptetus of Ëxmoor
but she was Invariably frozen «»ff either
by Lady Loui a Morluud or by Messrs.

Abingdon.

390
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to close out odd

Cylinder

Oil,

Spreaders,

Manure

Disk Harrows,

Sulky Plows.

A. W. WALKER & SON,
SOUTH PARIS.

Builders' Finish 1
I will furnleli DOORS and WINDOW-

Also Window & Door Frames,
If In wantof any kind of Klnlrtli !<>r I

Chas. F. Ridlon,

Planing, Sawing

MAINE.

E.

Board

.e.

CU A* I) IJ.lt,

W.

West Sumner,

M.tlne.

....

KILLthe couch

and

CURE

LUNCS

THE

Dr. Kings

New Discovery

Axle

»C:

ONSUMPTION

^ Grease

the Wagon up
the Hill

Price
50c & $t.00

OUGHSand
OLOS

S

The load secme lighter—Wagon
and team wear longer—You make
more money, and have more time
to make money, when wheels are

greased

or

I.um

and Job Work.

Matched Hard Wood Floor

Mica

Helps

wj

Size or Style at reasonable prices.

W,IH

with

Mica Axle Grease

me."

CHANDLER,

E. W.

Outalde work, send In your orders. !
bcr an·! Shingles on hand Cheap for Cvr

—The longest wearing and most
satisfactory lubricant in the world.
STANDARD OIL CO.
Ia«erp«rtu4

1T'» IIF cO\TI>f! I). ]

Fre<

all
Surest and Uuickeet Cure
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

For Sale in South Paris.
The house and land belonging t the
estate of the late .Mrs. Sarah \V. Ik-wett,
situated in the center of the vili.i ·, Lai
two apartments of seven and eii'l't t· ma
with sheds, large attic, Ac., m i is in
are
excelle it condition. The gr ur
: i cute
extensive, containing a«I«l i t i. ·ι
·»

lote.

W. T. IIEWETT.
>. J'.iri*.

JAMES S. WRIGHT, Agent,

rawford
(ooking-Ranges

What Our NEW TYPE of Range Means
for
Crawford
Maintaining

my t.)n;;r.e."
"So I have only heard historical
event >—events prior to the last ten

the

we have constructed a new

reputation

progress,
type of range which is

In this new
better than even our heretofore best.
design the useless and awkward End Hearth is
The ashes are disposed of by falling into
omitted.
a HOD far below the fire, which makes their removal
easier and the grates to last longer. The Coal and Ash
Hods are side by side, of the same size, and the Ash
Hod being emptied can be returned full of coal. There
is also more room on top of these ranges. The "Palace"
ia extra large size and the "Castle" smaller.
All the famous Crawford features are present:
Single Damper, Patented Grate, Cup-Joint Oven Flues,

years?"
"Exactly.

My uncle is now sixty
1 ".vl's
years of n're. La1.y Louisa
lier la-ysl.'.p"J
sou is
tv.enty-four.
whole aim in life has been to rocvto
him as the baronet's heir. The title, of
But, most
course, he cannot obtain.
unfortunately, lie has 110 penchant for
beetles.
Indeed, I.adv I-ouisn':; researches have Ion? since diminished in

had a sister."
"You have not toi 1 me all this without a purpose. Do you want my adrice?"
Philip's face was clouded, his eyes
downcast.
"You understand," he said afier a
long pause, "that some one, either the
man or the woman—the woman, I
think—is morally responsible for my
mother's death. She was poor—wretchedly, horribly poor—the poverty of thin
clothing and Insufficient food. She was
111, confined to a miserable ho**el for
weary mouths and was so utterly unprovided with the barest necessities
that the parish doctor was on the point
of compelling her to go to the workhouse Infirmary when death came.
Am I to be the Instrument of (iod's
vengeance on this woman?"
Mr. Abingdon, who had risen to light

Ik

up stock.

And a !*!"!>!·' of la-ïiiter chn<ed
away the I" t shadows from bis face.

on

"By no means. They are exceedingly anxious to placate the old man.
They probably control a good deal of
his money."
ΤηιΓ
"Of course! You see the delicacy of
their position. After playing Into the
hands of Lady Louisa for ne::rly a
quarter of a century they suddeuly flud
the whole situation chnuged by the
baronet's l>elate<l discovery that be

patterns and clea i

NORWAY,

"Whoe'er slle be.

this?"
I j'.t.i te'.Iiu.T you tin
I am still on top of the Pyre·

It"
"And what did you say?"
"I toi.I them I would think over the
sltnatlon and communicate with them
further."
"Were they satisfied?"

—

Corner Main and Danforth Sts,,

"I am glad to li*ar It."
"My dear fellow, I suppose there will
be a Mrs. Anson some day, but I have
not found lier yet.

they adn.it

ardor. Her sou's interests are divided
between the Sports club and the coryphees of the latest musical comedy.
Moths are more iu his Hue apparently.
My uncle, who Is preparing a monograph on the fleas which patronize Exmoor wild ponies, camo t:> to'.vn l ist
week to visit the British musc.-.in. Unhappily he heard something about his
stepson which disturbed his researches.
There was a row."
"Why do you say 'unhappily?'"
"Because I am drugged into the
wretched business ou account of It.
After a lap^-e of more than twenty-five
years be remembered his sister, went
to his solicitors, made a fearful hubbub when he heard of letters received
from her and answered without his
knowledge and ascertained that she
was dead and had a son living. At any
cost, they must flud that son. They
have guessed at my Identity for some
time. Now they want to make sure of

ON

PRICE"

Wool Carpets

sort."

"Then how did yon η-certain Lie
facts?"
·■[ have In my possession ever since
my mother's death the Ijt'e"s tliey
wrote to her. They were fresh In my
memory when you and I first met in
the Clerkenwell police court. That 1j
why the name of Philip Morland was

glib

—

Fubllelier,
Congress St., opp. City Building,
Portland, Maine.

—

"Very well. Let us appoint a day
next week and overhaul the entire collection. I in lend to keep the big ones
to form the center ornaments of a
tiara, a necklace and gewgaws of that

no moans.

facts.
nees."

AND

A LOW

large
them might be cut into sections. They
are unmarketable at present."

Shan>e & Smith."
"Did

profit.

Grenville M. Donham,

the light for mauy years."
lie revealed to his friend's wondering eyes the tattered suit, the slipshod
boots, the ragged shirt and cup, the
rusty doorkey, associated with that
wonderful month of March of a decade
earlier. lie reverently unfolded some
of his mother's garments, and his eyes
were misty as he surveyed them.
But from the pocket of the portmanteau he produced a packet of soiled letters. One by one he read them aloud,

That not !ir.;> i.iible nhe.
That sliutl command my heart and

faction and

No. 38. Just Issued.
Sent Postpaid for $2.00.

lieve iKith he and the others were under the impression that I kept my diamonds in it."
"By the way, that reminds me of a
request from Isaacstelu. As all the
smaller dium uids have now been disposed of and there remain only the
stones, he thinks that some of

"J know them—an old established firm
of solicitors."

nent and mutual satis-

Gasoline

Business Directory of Maine.

the bottom stood a peculiar object for
such « repository—an ordinary leather

feeling

Register!

—

caught

1

business men,

can

State Year Book

for a moment, will you?"
In α corner of the spacious apartment to which he led his guest stood a
large safe. Philip opened It. Within
were a number of books and documents, but In a large compartment at

ed and always reposing in a safe, has
puzzled my valets considerably? One
I
man uot it out and tried to o|>eu It.
him in the act. I honestly be-

^

of much

Maine

solicitors.
Yet he iwrsevered to the end.
"I wanted a model for a brief comMessrs.
to
Sharpe &
mun! ation
Smith," he said bitterly. "I think the
general purport of their correspondence will serve my needs admirably."
As. he closed the Gladstone bag his
stern mood vanished.
"Do you kno.w," he said, "that this
odd looking portmanteau, always lock-

Γ

invites the business of

stores.

"She would pity her frjiu the depths
of her heart, l'es, Abingdon, you are
right. My uncle's wife has choaen her
Plie must follow it, let It
own path.
I will write to
leud where it will.
But
Messrs. Sharpe & Smith now.

with

cause

"L. I\" Atwood's Bitters. They remove
existing evils and insure sound and lasting health. Begin to-day. 35c. at drug

land?"

room

Norway National Bank

confident that its well
known facilities will
render an account once
usu-1
sickness
of permastomach. established

all· be traced to liver /and
You ca keep these organs in condition
necessary to good health by taking

"And If your mother were living,
what would she say to Lady Mor-

step Into my dressing

THE...

...

FAMILY MEDICINE banks, corporations and

a man in face of the decrees of Providence, that God has already provide!
■ terrible punishuiert for 1.1 !v Louisa
Morland. What is the naxe of her

of the agony his mother must have
endured as she experienced each rebuff
from Lady Morland and her husband's

was

source

verted into money earning capital.
Mr. Abingdon proved himself to be
When the
a very able business man.
administration of Philip's revenue became too heavy a task for his unaided
shoulders, he organized a capital estate office, with well trained lawyers.

j

cigar, placed

though he winced at the remembrance

quite Impossible that the
of his great wealth should remain hidden for all time. In one way
and another It leaked out, and he became identified with the ragged youth
who created a sensation lu the dock of
the Cierkenwell police station.
But this was years later, and the
clever manipulation of Mr. Abingdon,
as his estate agent, and of Mr. Isaacstein, as his representative in the diamond trade, completely frustrated all
attempts to measure the true extent
of the meteor's value.
For now Philip owned a real diamond mine iu South Africa, he had a
fine estate iu Sussex, a house in Park
lane, a superb seagoing yacht, a colliery in Yorkshire and vast sums inThe
vested in iund and railways.
latent value of his gems had been conIt

•

young man's sbouI:?Ct.
"Philip," ho said, with some emotion, "I have η-ν—yet !<·ν\ΐ yon c:
Y< ι have ιr dence
a hasty judgment.
it se. as to
far beyond your yea: ;,
me, speaking with all the reveren..· ci

land."
"Morland! Philip Morland!"
"Ah, you remember the name! It
apwas given to α vouug derelict who once
figured in the dock before you on α he—a roue, a gambler, probably a
charge of being in unlawful posses- drunkard'/"
sion"—
"All these, I gathered from the so"The matter is not serious, then?"
licitors."

references to him.

pends on which side the Pyrenees Fox
"
happens to be.'
"Unfortunately I am straddling the
To blanch almonds and other nuts,
Tommy—Does it make any différénoe
If baby takes all his medicine at onoe?
water shed at this moment. I have
remove the shells, oover with boiling
Baby's Mother (in horror)—Qood water, and let them stand till the dark mr.de a very important discovery, Abheavena! Of course it does!
skin will rub off easily. Then pnt them ingdon, and I am glad we are alone toTommy—But it* hasn't made any In cold water, rub off the akin·,' and dry night; we can speak freely. Some peoemail piece· of delicate toast

pie named Sharpe

yesterday."

Asbestos-Backed Oven, Improved Oven Indicator.

Send for

our

bookltt.

Mid· by Walker & Pratt Mfg. Co Si-Sj Onion St., Bottoa

FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING DEALERS.

Bankrupt's

Picture Frames

M

in Crayon, Water color,

ORlfKR or NOTICK ΤΠΚΗΕΟΝ.
Maine, sa.
On thla 14th day of Sept., A. D. 1907, on reading the foregoing petition. It Is—
Onlered by the Court, That a hearing be had
I).
upon kite same on the 4th day of October, A.Dis1007, before «aid Court at Portland, In said
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and tbat
notice thereof lie published In tbe Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In «aid District, and
District or

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place
and show cause, If any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner sfiouhi not be granted.
And It la further ordered by the Court, Tbat
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known créditera copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at tlielr place· of residence at
stated.
Wltneae the Hon. Clarence Kale, Judg>i
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 14th day of Sept.,
A. D. 1907.
JAMES E. IIEWEY, Clerk.
IL. a.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest.-JAMES Β IIEWEY, Clerk.

SOUTH PARIS.

HILLS,
Optioian.

For Service

Lowes! Prices in Oxford (July.

'·■

Durrr ηελι·ι>ετγε,

ORDER OF

1YOTICK TIIKIU'.O.V

Maimk, **.
on real
On thin 14th 'lay of Sept., A. I>. I ·>:.
tng the foregoing petition. It I»—
··♦
l·]'1
Ordered by the Court, That a hear η*A. yOct
upon the same on the Uh ilay ofIn ··»! I ·"'■
1907, before said Court nt Portland,
District or

trlet, at |i> i.'i IiH-k In tin· tot· it·
Hemetlce there»· l>e published In the Oxford
PlrlrM. »"·»
crat, a newspaper printed In said
■lu
that all known creditor*, aiH other per*
I
lntere*t, may appear at the *al-l time «ηwlivι loe
have,
anil chow cause, if any they
not I*·
prayer of «aid petitioner should
That
Anil It U further ordered by the Court, credthe Clerk shall send by mall to all known
aditors copie· of said petition and till* «nier.
dressed to them at their place* of re*ldeeccas

stated.
■'»'**
Witness the Hon. Clakknck Dalk, I'ort·
at
of the said Court, and tne seal thereof,
of Sept,
land, In said District, on the 14th <la>
A. D, l'J07.
JAMES K. HEWKV, Clerk.
fI». e.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWKV,Clerk

REMEMBER!

A right good Berkshire Boar, just
the right size. Service fee $1.00.
Morris Klain,
Norway, Me.
rubCan afford to and will pay more for ran*,
A. K. JACKSON,
that ea · w
bers, and metal than any stranger
your house.
South Paris, Me.
Ίβητ
ton for Irou

NORWAY, MAINE.
Steam

nurrv

»J

High Grade Portrait Work

Jeweler and Graduate

)

uurrr beaudkttk, ; ι> ι;
Rank nipt I

>

Mouldings «jL

once

Bankrupt's Petition for Diic^ay.·.
In the mutter of

-III
tlx Hon CLABrvE Mai
trti-t Court of tbe United State* for tbe DlatrVt To
···'■■ 1
tr1<-t Court of the Ι'ηΙΙτΊ >nn f"r U
of Mala·:
of Maine
AG LOI RK ΑΥΟΤΤΕ of Rnoiford. In tho
ι;·<
t»>
i:
reaideti ► of
v
County of Oiford, and State of Maine,
Countv of f)ifont, an<l Mat·· of
(hat
In Mlil District, respectfully reprraenHMhat
1
"
π
Id m1<1 District, n.*|ie«-tfully
of
•ii
tbe litb day
on
May, IW«, be w>i on
the iJth «ley of Dec., I»»' l'i4;'·
duly adjudged liankrut*, un<ler tbe Acta of
bankrupt under t it
11
Congress relating to lUnkrui>C<'y ; tbat lie ha» duly adjudgrd
t'
rel-tln* to Raokrunt· y.
Π.'ι»
duly surrendered all hla property and righu of Congre»»
*0 [Tendered all hti pn>|x.'rt>
property, an<l baa fully compiled with all tbe detjr
*!·■''
!·
of property, and baa fully α>ηιρ
order· of
requirements of said Acta and of lb· orders of
requirement* of said Act* and of tin
Court tourhlnjr hl< l»ankruptcy.
That he may be ■!«. Court touching hU bankrupt·)'.
Wherefore h« pray».
Wherefore he pray*, That ho m.n
eree·! by the Court to nave a full discharge froci
the Court to have a full dl*rb r.··
•II debta provable against hla eatate under «aid by
vr »*'d
debt* provable agilnd hi* e*tat··
exas
are
debts
such
Acta,e*r*pt
bankruptcylair
Rankruptey Ait», « \. 11
from i-ucb din barge.
cepte·! by
excepted hjr law from iuch dis·A.liar*·
Dated this nth day of Sept. A. I>. ll»7.
Ι» I'·
Date·! thf» 'Jth day of Sept.,
MAULolKK AYOTTE, Bankiupt.
h
»«ι·ι·

Mats, Mirrors

Nichols St..

Discharge.

)

M4QL0IRE ΛΤΟΤΤΕ.
{in Bankruptcy
Bankrupt. )
To tlie lluR.CUKUtci lltLi, .1 u·of the IM»

and Pictures,
&

Petition for

I· the matter of

Desirable Residence for Sale.

Engine and Boiler

The

Capt.

Η. N. Bolster home-

stead situated in South Paris

For Sale Cheap.

thoroughly finished,

power and all modern

hot

village,

water heat

equipments attached,
Second band, six horse
ell and stable,
engine and eight horse power boiler. ; a two story house,
Call and aee them at A. C. Jones' centrally located. Apply to
Machine Shop, South Paris, Me.
I JAMES S. WRIGHT, Adm.
1

He pars from $6 to #'J per
ered to film here.
He buys folded newspaper*.
a poun·'·
He Is paying for mixed rag·, 1 c*'ni
·
I'ay* n.<rk·
Rubbers according to market.
eacks.
bran
for
price

TOW* NOTICE.

town,5l'jiejrtb!'!j>

If you hare a Mil against the
*»W
way or poor account, the Selectmen
the Select
your account at once to
1 y°ur "ecUou of

Ere-eot

Sooth

thSKÏÏcTM*.s

fails, July 1,1907.

or i'ARis.

